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Sustainable Building

The concept of a building being sustainable and building one sustainably is captured in the double

entendré of the thematic title of this issue of Sustain, "Sustainable Building". The concept is not all that
new, and the practice occurs all over the world in a variety of forms, from the grass huts in steaming jun-

gles to the ice block igloos in remote frigid climates. What is new is the rapidly evolving realization that

our very survival may be tied to our ability to design and build sustainable structures. 

The construction and operation of buildings consumes forty percent of the US’ primary energy (larg-

er than transportation and industry combined), half the wood harvested, and 40% of all the mined

resources. A typical home in the US requires an acre of forest and produces four to seven tons of waste

during construction. The US has about 115 million homes and 5 million commercial buildings, and this is

expected to increase 15% by 2030. Currently 81% of the US population lives in an urban area, and so many

of the sustainability issues will be focused in urban areas such as Louisville. Striving to make buildings

more sustainable, while saving construction and operating costs and improving health and occupant well

being is not only possible and practical, it should be the goal of the building industry.

The eight articles in this issue express the idea in different ways, but all of them clearly and forceful-

ly underscore the vital importance of the concept. The political, economic, technological, social, and yes

aesthetic realities that will either clear or stand in the way of progress toward achieving sustainable build-

ing are expressed in each of the articles. What seems clear however, is that without the will to do it, and

learn from the process, the progress toward the goal will be difficult if not impossible. From retrofitting

existing structures to building new ones, it seems the movement has begun. The University of Louisville

adopted last year a policy that all new buildings and major renovations at the University will use green

building technologies. At the state level, passage of HB2 requires that all state funded buildings be con-

structed using green building technologies. 

Architects, builders, maintenance workers, engineers, materials scientists, will all have to relearn their

fields as new concepts are introduced, and most difficult of all, they will have to look critically at tried-

and-true practices in a new way... a different way... a sustainable way.

Allan Dittmer
Editor
Professor Emeritus, University of Louisville



It is somewhat of an anomaly for a person who has spent
most of his career promoting the coal industry to be such an out-
spoken advocate for alternative energy sources. In fact, I face fre-
quent criticism from newspaper reporters, editorial writers, blog-
gers and environmental groups who publicly doubt my support
for any energy other than coal. But with the passage of House Bill
2, many of those critics have been silenced. House Bill 2 is the
third component of a legislative package I have sponsored that is
shaping Kentucky’s energy policy and positioning our common-
wealth to become the national leader in energy independence. To
understand House Bill 2’s passage, a short history on Kentucky’s
recent surge of energy legislation is needed.

Recent History of Kentucky Legislation

For several years, I have watched America’s growing
dependence on foreign oil.  As the price of gasoline at the pump
increased and our relations with the dictatorships that controlled
oil prices became fractured, I realized, like many Americans, that
we had to find ways to break that dependence on foreign oil and
become self-sufficient. The House of Representatives began our
push for energy independence in the 2006 session, with the pas-
sage of the Kentucky Energy Independence National Leadership
Act (House Bill 299). This legislation required the Kentucky
Office of Energy Policy to develop and implement a strategy for
production of transportation fuels and synthetic natural gas from
fossil energy resources and biomass resources. House Bill 299
also encouraged energy efficiency measures in state construction
projects. This was our starting point, our roadmap if you will.

In addition to House Bill 299 setting the stage, the legislature
committed $3.5 million per year of the 2006-2007 biennial budg-
et for the Office of Energy Policy to invest in alternative energy
projects mainly in the research and development area. A special
legislative session in the summer of 2007 produced House Bill 1.
Its main focus was to expand research and development in the
energy field here in Kentucky. Money was appropriated for the
Center for Applied Energy Research at the University of
Kentucky to continue its efforts in cutting-edge research on gasi-
fication and carbon capture technologies. We also appropriated
funds to the Kentucky Geological Survey to begin pilot projects

in eastern and western Kentucky on carbon sequestration and
other applications for CO2. The bill improved tax credits for the
production of biodiesel and ethanol and established the Center for
Renewable Energy and Environmental Stewardship. Also includ-
ed were economic development incentives to give Kentucky a
tool to hopefully attract private investments in the new energy
technologies of the future.

Thanks to House Bill 1, Kentucky has tentatively approved
over $1 billion in tax incentives through its Incentives for Energy
Independence Act program since last fall for six companies that
want to build alternative energy projects in Kentucky.At the time
House Bill 1 was enacted, it was acknowledged by the Kentucky
Legislature that we still needed to focus on the demand side of the
energy equation by encouraging the use of renewable energy
resources and energy conservation if Kentucky was to have a
comprehensive and balanced energy policy. 

House Bill 2

So, in this past 2008 session, we expanded our footprint in
the area of renewable energy, energy efficiency and conservation
with House Bill 2. House Bill 2, which passed unanimously out
of both Houses, focuses primarily on providing incentives to
encourage the development of renewable energy resources, the
construction of energy efficient buildings, the purchase and
installation of energy efficient insulation, doors, windows, heat-
ing and air conditioning units, and the use of solar, hydro and
wind power. Along with requiring new state building construction
and renovations to meet certain energy efficiency standards, the
legislation also established tax credits and provided funding
sources to improve the energy efficiency of public and private
buildings, as well as rebates for the building and selling of ENER-
GY STAR homes and manufactured housing. Two bond pools
were established in House Bill 2 - a $50 million grant pool for the
renovation of public buildings including schools and universities
to make them more energy efficient, and a $30 million low inter-
est loan pool for small business and industry to do the same. In
addition, House Bill 2 established a program to help finance pub-
lic and private sector green building initiatives to reduce energy
consumption.   
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Crafting Kentucky’s
Green Energy Policy

By Rocky Adkins
Majority Leader, Kentucky
House of Representatives

From left to right: John A. Roush, President, Centre College: James Ramsey,
President, University of Louisville: Thomas Friedman, Author: Lee Todd,
President, University of Kentucky: Larry Shinn, President, Berea College
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On February 18, 2009, Governor Steve Beshear announced
that his administration would establish new high-performance
building standards that place Kentucky in the national vanguard
of greening public facilities. Pursuant to House Bill 2, new regu-
lations were issued that will make Kentucky’s public facilities
among the greenest and most energy efficient in the country. The
regulations were created by the High Performance Buildings
Advisory Committee, made up of Kentucky environmentalists,
architects, engineers and builders who worked for six months to
create public building standards based on the nationally-recog-
nized rating system LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design). According to the governor’s office, those
standards specify:

• All new construction and major renovation building
projects of $35 million or more shall be designed and
built to achieve LEED Silver level or higher.

• All such building projects between $5 million and
$25 million shall be
designed and built to
achieve LEED Certified
level or higher.

• All projects between
$600,000 and $5 million
shall be designed and
built using the LEED rat-
ing system as guidance.

• In cases where obtaining
LEED certification would
pose extraordinary hard-
ship, a waiver could be
granted.

These standards place Kentucky in
an elite group of 12 states with
laws requiring that some or all
design, construction and operation
of state buildings earn LEED
Silver or other comparable stan-
dard.

Other fruits from House Bill 2
and our energy policy are being
reaped around Kentucky. On
January 26, 2009, the governor and University of Louisville
President James Ramsey announced a memorandum of agree-
ment to operate Kentucky’s Center for Renewable Energy
Research and Environmental Stewardship at U of L’s J.B. Speed
School of Engineering per House Bill 1. They also announced
that U of L engineering and business alumnus Henry Conn and
his wife Rebecca pledged more than $20 million to the universi-
ty to support the work of the center.  This is the largest individual
donation to the University of Louisville - or any public Kentucky
university - in our commonwealth’s history. The center - to be
named the Conn Center for Renewable Energy Research and
Environmental Stewardship - will provide leadership, research,

support and policy development in wind, solar, geothermal and
biomass resources as well as energy storage challenges.  

House Bill 2 was recently recognized as a “Megatrend”
national model by the Council of State Governments. CSG
describes a megatrend as “a large, social, economic, political,
environmental or technological change that is slow to form.  Once
in place, megatrends influence a wide range of activities, process-
es and perceptions, both in government and in society, possibly
for decades. They are the underlying forces that drive trends.”  

Road to the Future

Perhaps the most exciting aspect of House Bill 2 has been the
$63 million Kentucky will receive for alternative energy projects
under President Barack Obama’s economic stimulus plan. Gov.
Beshear, in his presentations to the president, highlighted what
the Kentucky General Assembly has passed in the area of green
building practices and opportunities to expand research and

development at the Speed School
of Engineering and other Kentucky
universities. Although specific
details about how the $63 million
stimulus funds will be allocated in
Kentucky have not been finalized,
we know that it will be used for
energy efficiencies, low income
weatherization programs, carbon
capture and sequestration demon-
stration projects, and research and
development for such renewable
and alternative energy projects. 

There is also more than $6
billion in grants that states and
local governments can apply for to
expand and create energy-related
projects such as solar cells and
advanced batteries for automobiles.
Because of the legislation the
Kentucky General Assembly has
passed, our commonwealth is well-
positioned to tap into this pool of
money. A dual goal of the Obama

Administration and Kentucky’s energy legislation is to create jobs
that will help fuel our staggering economy.  Our nation needs sci-
entists, hydrologists, surveyors, green construction workers, elec-
tricians, agricultural experts, builders, architects, and more to
truly achieve a green economy. The green jobs of tomorrow
demand a quality education today and with the president’s infu-
sion of funding, Kentucky can better train the energy workforce
we need.  

I believe that the Kentucky General Assembly took a bold
and decisive step in greening our economy with the passage and
implementation of House Bill 2.  Although we faced sharp critics
who sometimes questioned our ambitious goals, we did not allow

II tt   hhaass  bbeeeenn  aannnnoouunncceedd  tthhaatt
UU  ooff  LL  eennggiinneeeerriinngg  aanndd

bbuussiinneessss  aalluummnnuuss  HHeennrryy  CCoonnnn
aanndd  hhiiss  wwiiffee  RReebbeeccccaa  pplleeddggeedd
mmoorree  tthhaann  $$2200  mmii ll ll iioonn  ttoo  tthhee
uunniivveerrssii ttyy  ttoo  ssuuppppoorrtt  tthhee  wwoorrkk
ooff  tthhee  CCeenntteerr  ffoorr  RReenneewwaabbllee

EEnneerrggyy  RReesseeaarrcchh  aanndd
EEnnvviirroonnmmeennttaall   SStteewwaarrddsshhiipp..
TThhiiss  iiss  tthhee  llaarrggeesstt  iinnddiivviidduuaall
ddoonnaatt iioonn  ttoo  tthhee  UUnniivveerrssii ttyy  ooff
LLoouuiissvvii ll llee  --  oorr  aannyy  ppuubbll iicc

KKeennttuucckkyy  uunniivveerrssii ttyy  --  iinn  oouurr
ccoommmmoonnwweeaalltthh’’ss  hhiissttoorryy..
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those voices to detract us. Instead, we charted the course for a true
green energy policy for Kentucky, one that strengthens and com-
plements the energy legislation already in place. House Bill 2, a
comprehensive package of policy directives and incentives that
encourages energy efficiency, renewable energy and high per-
formance design, will augment Kentucky’s energy plan to harness
the power of alternative energy sources. As primary sponsor of
Kentucky’s energy legislation over the past three years, it is clear
that I believe clean coal, liquefaction, biofuels, wind, solar and
hydro power, and other renewable and alternative energy sources
will create a national energy powerhouse that will put this coun-
try on a solid path to energy independence and security. And I
believe that Kentucky will lead the way, thanks to innovative and
landmark legislation like House Bill 2.

State Rep. Rocky Adkins, a native of Sandy
Hook, Kentucky, currently serves as House
Majority Floor Leader after being chosen for
the post by his Democratic colleagues in
November, 2003. A long-time veteran of the
Kentucky House of Representatives, he is now
serving in his 22nd year as a legislator. 

A leader in the field of energy independence, Rep. Adkins
has introduced several ground-breaking pieces of legislation that
will help our nation achieve energy self-sufficiency in the coming
years. He was recently appointed Vice Chair of the Southern
States Energy Board (SSEB) by Chairman Governor Joe Manchin
who called Rep. Adkins, "the South's lead legislator on energy."
Adkins was also recently elected Chair of the Southern
Legislative Conference's Energy and Environment Committee.

5
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To prosper in a future of world-wide economic contraction,
declining energy supplies, and a changing climate, communities
need to increase their resilience by re-localizing their economy,
energy sources, and food systems. Transition Towns are commu-
nities world-wide that are consciously planning for increased
resilience and a high quality of life. Transition Town Berea, the
world’s 134th official Transition Initiative, is the outcome of a
collaboration among the community group Sustainable Berea,
and students and faculty at Berea College. The lessons learned
from this effort will be of use to other communities that wish to
take their future into their own hands.

The storm hits

Every community in the United States faces a series of exter-
nal shocks of increasing magnitude and frequency. The sources of
these shocks include:

• A contraction of the national and global economies
that will likely be severe and prolonged. Economic
stimulus strategies by the United States that involve
record rates of debt and money creation make hyper-
inflation and the debasement of the U.S. dollar an
additional risk (Martenson 2009).

• The peaking of global oil production and the subse-
quent permanent decline in the availability of the
largest source of energy in the U.S. economy
(Murphy 2008a). Attempts to stimulate economic
growth will falter against a declining energy supply.
A U.S. food system that uses 10 calories of fossil
energy for each one calorie of food brought to table
is particularly vulnerable to decreases in oil availabil-
ity (Murphy 2008b).

• Accelerating climate change and uncertainty driven
in part by a 2 to 3 ppm annual increase in the atmos-
pheric concentration of carbon dioxide (386 ppm as
of 2008; NOAA 2009). 

• The addition of 80 million people per year to the
world population and 3 million people per year
(equivalent to another Kentucky every 18 months) to
the U.S. population (U.S. Census Bureau 2009).

Many more threats could be listed, and while there is con-
siderable uncertainty regarding the long-term trajectories and
interactions of these trends, it is clear that the next 20 years are
going to be totally different from the previous 20 years. How the
future will unfold depends in large part on our actions now. And
while national and international actions and policies will be criti-
cal in determining our future, the most creative and necessary
work toward a preferred future is underway in communities
worldwide.

Transition Towns

In 2005, students at the Kinsale (Ireland) Further Education
School completed Kinsale 2021: An Energy Descent Action Plan
(Hopkins 2005). Starting from a vision of a prosperous Kinsale in
2021 that functions on 50% less fossil energy, the plan lays out a
series of annual steps to achieve the vision in areas such as food,
housing, transportation and economy. Kinsale 2021 was the first
formal plan for the transition of a community to a low-energy
future, and the inspiration for an increasing number of communi-
ties that are taking a proactive approach to choosing the future
they want. Totnes, UK, (http://totnes.transitionnetwork.org/)
became the first official Transition Initiative, a designation
applied as of March 22, 2009 to 152 communities worldwide.

Four assumptions guide the development of a Transition
Initiative (based on Hopkins 2008):

1. Life with dramatically lower energy consumption is
inevitable; better to plan for it

2. Our communities lack the resilience to weather
severe energy and economic shocks

3. We have to act collectively, and act now
4. A future with less energy can, if we fully apply our

collective knowledge and skills, be preferable to the
present.

Building Resilience
Richard Olson
Director, Sustainability and
Environmental Studies Program
Berea College
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Increased resilience – the ability to withstand and adapt to
external shocks – is a primary goal of Transition Towns.
Resilience is a more useful concept than the overused and almost
meaningless term sustainability. The city of Berea’s lack of
resilience was exposed during the January 2009 ice storm. When
the electrical grid went down, most commerce stopped and most
houses grew uncomfortably cold. Many residents left for motels
in towns with power, and households with wood stoves or other
alternative heat sources became very popular. Berea College can-
celled the last three days of its January Short Term and sent most
students home. Even before the storm hit, Wal-Mart was packed
with shoppers stocking up with food and batteries, illustrating the
lack of household preparedness for even a short disruption of
food and energy supplies.

Local energy sources, independent of the grid, would have
increased Berea’s resilience in the face of the power outage.
Better insulated houses, widespread home storage of food, and
strong neighborhood associations for sharing and support would
have lessened the ice storm’s impact. Longer-term, a larger num-
ber and diversity of locally-owned businesses; local farms, food
processors, and markets; and even a local currency could make
Berea more resilient as the national economy contracts and the
availability of fossil energy declines.

Transition Town Berea

Fall term 2009, five interdisciplinary academic programs
(African and African American Studies, Appalachian Studies,
Peace and Social Justice Studies, Sustainability and
Environmental Studies, and Women’s Studies) at Berea College
began a collaboration with a community non-profit group,
Sustainable Berea (www.sustainableberea.org), to develop a tran-
sition plan for the city of Berea. Using the Kinsale 2021 Plan as
a model, and the Transition Handbook (Hopkins 2008) as a text,
the students held meetings with members of Sustainable Berea
and other community groups and individuals to listen to their
visions of a preferred future for Berea, and to solicit their ideas
for actions to achieve their visions. 

To frame and guide the planning process, the class developed
a statement of strategy and goals for Transition Town Berea con-
cise enough to fit on the back of a 4” x 2.5” card (Figure 1). A
second card provided a set of quantitative goals centered on a
50% decrease in Berea’s energy use by 2025 (“50 by 25”). This
corresponds with the energy-use reduction goals of the Kinsale
2021 plan (Hopkins 2005). Recent analyses by the International
Energy Agency (Heinberg 2008) support the likelihood of steep
declines in oil production, and when we also consider the effects
of world population growth on the per capita availability of oil,
and the reductions in carbon dioxide emissions necessary to sta-
bilize climate, a 50% reduction in Berea’s energy use by 2025 is
not an unreasonable goal (Olson 2007).

The next step in developing a transition plan was the crafting
of three vision statements describing a preferred future for Berea

assuming “50 by 25” from the perspectives of food, energy and
economy. The energy vision is reprinted in Box 1, and it shares
with the food and economy visions a brightness and optimism.
These are not visions of deprivation, but of abundance based on
local resources and relationships. An appealing vision of a Berea
where there is more time for family and community activities,
meaningful work for the young, healthier food, and a secure envi-
ronment. A better future achieved by design. As the economy

7

Transition Town Berea

Increasing the ability of our community to deal with
economic uncertainty, peak oil and climate change.

A project of the Interdisciplinary Programs
Collaboration at Berea College and Sustainable Berea.

www.sustainableberea.org/transition

Figure 1. A card summarizing the strategy and goals of
Transition Town Berea. In one version, the back of the card
describes general concepts. A second version gives quanti-
tative goals (“50 by 25”).

Peak oil, climate change, ecosystem degradation, and the
fragility of the national economy are threats to the well-
being of Berea.

To prosper, the city of Berea must increase its resilience –
its ability to withstand shocks from the outside – particu-
larly in the areas of energy, food, and economy.

Community resilience can be increased through re-local-
izing our economy; reducing energy use; developing
renewable energy sources; and growing and processing
more food within our town and region.

If we fully apply our collective knowledge and skills, the
future can be better than the present. Please join us in
developing a Transition Plan.

50 by 25
To increase its resilience – its ability to withstand external
shocks, particularly in the areas of energy, food and econ-
omy – the city of Berea will by 2025:

• Use 50% less energy

• 50% of the energy that is used will be from local 
renewable sources

• 50% of food consumed will be grown and
processed within 100 miles

• 50% of the city’s economic activity will be
generated by locally-owned businesses
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vision concluded, “Our beautiful town has become a safe-haven
from the more fragile national economy and it is no surprise that
life in Berea today is much better than it was 15 years ago. I ask
you: who would want to live anywhere else?”

A series of public meetings hosted by Sustainable Berea gen-
erated a set of 36 recommendations – 12 each for economy, food
and energy – for steps that the community of Berea could take to
move toward the vision of “50 by 25.” Following are two exam-
ples from each category:

Energy

• Partner with local builders to promote new construc-
tion that exceeds state building codes for energy effi-
ciency.

• Offer through Berea Utilities low-cost energy audits
for homes and businesses, and low-interest loans for
implementing the recommendations of the audits.

Economy

• Evaluate the potential of alternative mediums
of exchange such as a local currency or a

Local Exchange Trading System (LETS) to
increase the resilience of Berea’s economy.

• Establish a green business incubator to pro-
vide office and light manufacturing space and
support services to local start-ups in fields
such as food processing, solar system manu-
facture, and home energy retrofits.

Food

• Promote zoning, codes and regulations that
protect farmland and enhance the ability of
homeowners to grow food in their yards.

• Convene an “edible landscape” committee of
the Ministerial Association to consider plant-
ing fruit trees and gardens on church proper-
ty to provide food for their congregations
and those in need.

It is important to recognize that the recommen-
dations are made to the entire Berea community, not
simply to city government. While some of the recom-
mendations would be implemented through govern-
ment structures, all would require participation and
support from a majority of the city’s citizens.
Government is simply one mechanism by which the
residents of Berea organize to accomplish the com-
munal aspects of the city’s operations. 

Each of the 36 recommendations in the draft
transition document is accompanied by text giving further expla-
nation and rationale. The full set of recommendations was pre-
sented to the public for comment at a November meeting in city
council chambers (Figure 2), and based on that input is undergo-
ing revision for an anticipated “unleashing” (transition initiative
terminology) in summer 2009. Many of the recommendations
have been “adopted” by people in the community for revision and
refinement. Transition Town Berea agrees that “only by involving
all of us - residents, businesses, public bodies, community organ-
izations and schools - will we come up with the most innovative,
effective and practical ideas, and have the energy and skills to
carry them out. Our future has the potential to be more rewarding,
abundant and enjoyable than today, and by working together we
can unleash the collective enthusiasm and genius of our commu-
nity to make this transition” (Transition Town Totnes 2009).

Moving Forward

Meanwhile, the transitioning of Berea is moving ahead.
Given the immediacy and magnitude of the threats, it is not feasi-
ble to wait to act until a ‘final’ plan is complete. Besides, any tran-
sition plan will necessarily be a living document that changes
with new conditions and new knowledge. It is also important for
the credibility of the transition group and the morale of its mem-
bers to demonstrate concrete accomplishments. 

The Energy Vision
By 2025 Berea has reduced its energy needs by 50% and is producing a
portion of its electricity from a combination of local renewable sources.
Solar electric and hot water panels are visible throughout the commu-
nity on nearly every building and home. Water conservation has reduced
the energy needed to treat and pump water, and most homes and busi-
nesses collect rain water for one use or another. Private cars are no
longer the primary means of transportation and buses can be seen
transporting citizens to and from work as well as to the many local busi-
nesses as they do their shopping. An organized ride share program helps
reduce the amount of traffic as well as the cost of owning and operating
individual vehicles. Berea’s location on the rail line makes transporta-
tion by train convenient. Local bike shops service the privately owned
bikes as well as the many free-use bikes seen on bike paths around town.

Contractors and homeowners attend ecological design workshops to
learn how to take full advantage of passive solar benefits. Local nurs-
eries sell native plants to limit the amount of watering and care neces-
sary to grow the protective cover that shades houses and buildings.
Locally manufactured building materials have created a boom in green
building practices, giving rise to buildings that require less energy to
operate and maintain. Energy efficiency ordinances have spawned a
growing business sector that helps weatherize older homes and Berea
College now offers free evening classes to Berea citizens that teach
skills needed to make home repairs and upgrades to heating and cool-
ing systems. Citizens of Berea look back twenty years and wonder why
anyone ever needed to use so much energy.

Box 1
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Following are some of the on-going efforts that support the
Transition Town Berea Initiative and contribute to an increase in
the resilience of Berea. These actions represent a mix of work by
Sustainable Berea, the Sustainability and Environmental Studies
Program (SENS) and other interdisciplinary programs of Berea
College, and other community groups and individuals. 

Education and re-skilling

Fundamental to most Transition Initiatives are programs to
inform residents about peak oil, climate change, economic reces-
sion and other threats to community well-being, and to promote
“re-skilling,” where practical skills such as growing food or home
renovation that were widely held even two generations ago are re-
gained by the community. 

• With input from students in the SENS Program,
Sustainable Berea prepared and distributed 2000
copies of the Re-skilling Berea 2009 calendar. Each
month provides useful information on topics including
home energy conservation, home food production,
food preservation and storage, and working with local
government. A re-skilling
workshop on the topic is
held each month, drawing
from 50 to 100 people to
learn new skills and share
their knowledge with oth-
ers. Other groups meet
weekly to read and dis-
cuss The Transition
Handbook (Hopkins
2008).

• The SENS Program is
revising its curriculum “to
help its students acquire
the knowledge and practi-

cal skills necessary to prosper in
a world that faces unprecedented
threats to environmental and
economic well-being, while con-
tributing to the development of
resilient communities and a sus-
tainable society” (Olson 2008).
As an example, the program is
offering a new course spring
term 2010 in “deep renovation,”
teaching students how to retrofit
existing homes to reduce energy
use by 80% or more (Murphy
2008c). Meanwhile, students in
the SENS labor program offer
public workshops on skills such
as pruning fruit trees, gardening,
and natural building.

Food

• Sustainable Berea’s annual celebration of local food
– the 100-mile potluck – is being complemented this
year by a call for communities throughout the
Commonwealth to host their own local foods
potlucks on July 26, 2009 (www.100milepotluck.
org). The Edible Yard Project, which provides infor-
mation and inspiration for converting lawns to edible
plantings has added the HERB’N raised beds pro-
gram to sell cedar raised beds complete with soil,
plants and installation to new gardeners. “Turning
Berea Black and Blue” offers blueberry and black-
berry plants at discount as part of a long-term effort
to see fruit and nut-bearing trees and shrubs planted
throughout the city. Sustainable Berea members are
also preparing a food security assessment for the city.

• Students within the SENS Program continue to con-
vert portions of the College’s Ecovillage landscape
into food forests, orchards, and edible landscaping as

9

Figure 2. Citizens gather in Berea city council chambers to learn about and comment on
the draft transition recommendations.

Figure 3. SENS students and residents of the Berea College Ecovillage converting lawn
into a dwarf fruit tree orchard with an edible fence of trellised grapes.
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part of a research and outreach effort to
teach the community about urban food pro-
duction. These plots and plots within the
College farm will also be used in teaching
the new agroecology course under develop-
ment by the SENS Program. The five inter-
disciplinary academic programs that collab-
orated with Sustainable Berea to develop the
Transition Plan will continue to offer a joint
capstone course each fall that focuses on
implementation of some portion of the Plan.
The focus of the course in Fall 2010 will be
on strengthening Berea’s local food system. 

Energy

• Sustainable Berea organizes each October,
as part of the National Solar Tour, the
Berea Solar Tour – an opportunity for
Bereans to view the increasing number of
solar thermal and solar electric home installations in
the city. Throughout the year Sustainable Berea
offers workshops on home energy conservation and
alternative energy installations.

• The Appalachian Studies Program (APS), one of the
collaborators in Transition Town Berea, installed in
March 2009 a 15-kW solar electric system that will
provide sufficient electricity to power the lights,
computers and other electronics in their offices and
Appalachian Gallery. In one bold step, APS has dou-
bled the solar electric capacity of the city. 

Economy

• The Berea College student chapter of Oxfam and
Sustainable Berea have both been identifying local
businesses and compiling a local business directory
as the first step toward a Think Local, Buy Local, Be
Local campaign.

Abundance, not scarcity

In the context of the old economy, scarcity dominates the
news: economic contraction, unemployment, falling home prices
and rising foreclosures, an unstable climate, accelerating species
extinctions, more people and fewer resources. In contrast,
Transition Town Berea is inspired by a vision of local abundance:
plentiful solar energy, good rainfall, productive soils, numerous
local businesses and entrepreneurs, and a huge reservoir of
knowledge and skills residing in the residents of Berea. 

If we plan for a healthy, resilient Berea, and implement those
plans effectively, it is possible that a future with less fossil ener-
gy can be better and more satisfying than the present. 

In recognition of our community’s progress toward

resilience, Transition Town Berea received official designation in
February as the world’s 134th (13th in the United States)
Transition Initiative (Transition Network 2009). We are honored
by this recognition and excited by the possibilities that lie ahead
for our community.

Richard Olson is Director of Berea College's Sustainability and
Environmental Studies Program, an academic program focusing
on ecological design as a pathway to community resilience. He
also serves as Chair of Sustainable Berea, and a member of the
Transition Town Berea project, an official Transition Initiative
within the global Transition Network. He lives with his wife in a
tempered solar house with a two-kilowatt photovoltaic system,
solar hot water, wood stove, and extensive gardens located one
block from campus.
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Introduction

Everywhere you look and listen it seems people are now talk-
ing about sustainability, green and green building. As the
Chairman of the Kentucky Chapter of the U.S. Green Building
Council, I am engaged in these discussions daily. From a main-
stream perspective in Kentucky, it has not long been this way. But
today, all the recent discussions and opportunities are a great step
forward.

The U. S. Green Building Council (USGBC) is a Non-Profit
501c3 community of leaders working to make green buildings
available to everyone within a generation, as their mission states.
The Green Building Council began as an idea in the early 1990’s
and has developed into one of the fastest growing non-profit
organizations in the country.

Today there are 79 USGBC chapters, nearly 18,000 organi-
zational members and thousands of volunteers, and an emerging
World Green Building Council (WGBC) with 13 fully established
councils and 38 more evolving. The LEED green building rating
system is a system used to rate and benchmark the level of green
or sustainability in buildings. It certifies buildings rated from low-
est to highest at the following levels: Certified, Silver, Gold and
Platinum. It was launched as part of USGBC which now includes
more than 31,000 registered and certified buildings (under the
LEED rating system) and 81,000+ LEED Accredited
Professionals who support an industry that has 30% growth per
annum.1

I recall my first trip to a U.S. Green Building Council con-
vention in Tucson, Arizona in 2001 with a team of designers and
manufacturers. We were embarking on a journey to join with the
U.S. Green Building Council in their mission to promote Green
Building. The USGBC was working on the 2nd version of its
LEED green building rating system and the organization contin-
ued to gain momentum and over the next several years, changing
from representation in a few leading states to helping make sus-
tainability in buildings mainstream across the United States.
Today there are LEED projects in all 50 States and in 41 countries
across the world and the World Green Building Council is driving
the international activity. 

Building Impacts on Resources and the Environment

Buildings represent 38.9% of U.S. primary energy use
(which includes fuel input for production) and they represent 72%
of U.S. electricity consumption.2 Buildings use 13.6% of all
potable water, or 15 trillion gallons per year (as of 1995).3 40% of
raw materials globally (3 billion tons annually) are used by build-
ings.4 And the EPA estimates that 136 million tons of building-
related construction and demolition (C&D) debris was generated
in the U.S. in a single year.5

The commercial and residential building sector accounts for
39% of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in the United States per
year, more than any other sector.6 U.S. buildings alone are respon-
sible for more CO2 emissions annually than those of any other
country except China.7 Most of these emissions come from the
combustion of fossil fuels to provide heating, cooling and light-
ing, and to power appliances and electrical equipment.8 By trans-
forming the built environment to be more energy-efficient and cli-
mate-friendly, the building sector can play a major role in reduc-
ing the threat of climate change. A growing source of CO2 emis-
sions: 

• In 2006, total emissions from residential and com-
mercial buildings were 2226 million metric tons of
CO2, or 39% of total U.S. CO2 emissions—more
than either the transportation or industrial sectors

THE BUSINESS CASE FOR GREEN BUILDINGS
Jeffrey S. Moneypenny, AIA, LEED AP

President, Chair U.S. Green Building Council, Kentucky Chapter, Inc. 

CO2 Emissions from Fossil Fuels Combustion
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CO2 emissions are expected to increase 1.8% annually
through the year 20309

• When other CO2 emissions attributable to buildings are
considered—such as the emissions from the manufac-
ture and transport of building construction and demoli-
tion materials and transportation associated with urban
sprawl—the result is an even greater impact on the cli-
mate 

The Business Case for Green Buildings

Green buildings however, consume less energy and fewer
resources than conventional buildings. In comparison to the aver-
age commercial building:

• Green buildings consume 26% less energy

• Green buildings have 13% lower maintenance costs

• Green buildings have 27% higher occupant satisfaction

• Green buildings have 33% less greenhouse gas emis-
sions10

However, if conserving those limited resources is not enough
of a reason for building sustainably, then consider that good green
buildings make economic sense from first cost to operating costs
to profitable net operating income. Building green saves money.
An upfront investment of 2% in green building design, on aver-
age, results in life cycle savings of 20% of the total construction
costs – more than ten times the initial investment.11 Also, building
sale prices for energy efficient buildings are as much as 30%
higher per square foot than conventional buildings.12 And cur-
rently, as the market has been shifting to green building practices,
the cost per square foot for buildings seeking LEED Certification
is falling into the existing range of costs for buildings not seeking
LEED Certification.13 We will begin to see those same impacts as
the use of LEED and green building practices continues to
become more and more mainstream here in Kentucky.

Green building occupants are also more productive. A study
by Carnegie Mellon University measuring the relationship
between increased lighting control and productivity, showed an
increase of up to 26% in productivity and 27% headache reduc-
tion.14 Also, students with the most daylighting in their class-
rooms progressed 20% faster on math tests and 26% faster on
reading tests in one year than those with the least day lighting.15

Improvements in indoor environments were estimated to save
$17-48 billion in total health gains and $20-160 billion in worker
performance.16 As to corporate perception of whether green fos-
ters innovation: 57% agree; 28% neutral and 15% disagree,
according to the McGraw-Hill Construction (2007) Greening of
Corporate America SmartMarket Report.

Green building occupants are healthier. People in the U.S.
spend about 90% of their time indoors.17 EPA studies indicate
indoor levels of pollutants may be up to ten times higher than out-

door levels.18 Significant associations exist between low ventila-
tion levels and higher carbon dioxide concentrations – a common
symptom in facilities with sick building syndrome.19 LEED and
the USGBC promotes indoor air quality by fostering better venti-
lation and reduced contaminants from building products and
processes. Building green can reduce CO2 emissions while
improving the bottom line through energy and other savings.
Examples of measures that can be taken to improve building per-
formance include: 

• Incorporating the most efficient heating, ventilation
and air conditioning systems, along with operations
and maintenance of such systems to assure optimum
performance 

• Using state of the art lighting and optimizing daylight-
ing 

• Using recycled content building and interior materials

• Reducing potable water usage

• Using renewable energy

• Implementing proper construction waste management

• Siting the building near public transportation

• Using locally produced building materials20

Green Building Outlook

According to the U.S. Green Building Council, the estimated
value of green construction starts are as follows:

• 2000: $792 million

• 2001: $3.24 billion

• 2002 $3.81 billion

• 2003: $5.76 billion

• 2004: $4.51 billion

• Today: $12 billion

• 2010 (projected): $60 billion21

The overall green building market (both non-residential and
residential) is likely to more than double from today’s $36-49 bil-
lion to $96-140 billion by 2013.22 And By 2009, 82% of corpo-
rate America is expected to be greening at least 16% of its real
estate portfolios. Of these corporations, 18% will be greening
more than 60% of their real estate portfolios.23

Owners of LEED-registered and certified projects represent
a diverse cross-section of the industry. Market sectors expected to
have green building growth include education, government,
industrial, office, healthcare, hospitality and retail.24

13
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And what’s driving green building today? Factors expediting
the growth of green building include an unprecedented level of
government initiatives, heightened resi-
dential demand for green construction
and improvements in sustainable mate-
rials.25 Various LEED initiatives includ-
ing legislation, executive orders, resolu-
tions, ordinances, policies, and initia-
tives are found in 44 states, including
186 localities (122 cities, 34 counties,
and 30 towns), 31 state governments, 12
federal agencies or departments, 15
public school jurisdictions, and 39 insti-
tutions of higher education across the
United States.26 Even the current U.S.
administration along with the 2009
stimulus package is promoting green
building and Green jobs and training. 

Green Building Movement
in Kentucky

Here in the Commonwealth, the
state Chapter of the U.S. Green
Building Council is also it’s own 501c3
non-profit organization. Interest in
forming a chapter began in 2003. A
group of supporters solidified a formal
interested party which petitioned the USGBC which lead to
becoming a provisional chapter by 2005. The next few years the
chapter worked to form it’s base structure developing the docu-
mentation for full chapter status. In late 2007, the chapter
received it’s 501c3 non-profit status and became recognized as a
full chapter of the USGBC. The chapter has more than doubled
it’s membership in each of the last two years and today has mem-
bers from all across the state. And although most of the active
membership is currently centered around the Louisville and
Lexington areas, growth to all portions of the commonwealth is
an important strategic goal for the next several years.

In Kentucky, there are 11 LEED Certified projects to date
and another 61 projects registered with the USGBC for future cer-
tification. Of the certified projects, Berea College’s Lincoln cen-
ter was the first in the state to be certified, and the first and only
LEED platinum building is the Bernheim Visitor’s Center at
Bernheim Arboretum and Reasearch Forest in Clermont,
Kentucky. Most of the LEED registered projects in Kentucky
have been initiated in the last one to two years.

And there will be more to come. The New Administrative
Regulation (200 KAR 6:070E. High Performance Building
Standards) put in place by the Governor in support of last year’s
HB2, requires LEED Certification for all new construction and
major renovations with construction cost between $5 million and
$25 million in accordance with KRS 56.777. All new construction
and major renovations with construction cost above $25 million
will be LEED Silver rated. Projects between $600,000 and $5

million shall be built using the LEED
rating system as a guide. This new law
will help accelerate the knowledge of
green building practices among owners
and facility operators, designers, con-
tractors and suppliers throughout the
commonwealth.

Cities in Kentucky are also looking at
how to respond to the demand for sus-
tainable construction and should be
expected to come on board soon with a
mixture of policies and incentives much
like those surrounding states are adopt-
ing. For a listing of legislation, execu-
tive orders, resolutions, ordinances,
policies, and initiatives as well as many
other green building resources see
www.usgbc.org and click on resources. 

Conclusion

There is plenty of data out there to
demonstrate that building sustainably
makes sense. Organizations such as the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), the Department of Energy

(DOE) and the General Services Administration (GSA) have long
been leaders in the research to support green building practices.
McGraw Hill Construction has contributed significant efforts in
the past serveral years to collect and document data on typical
construction practices versus green building strategies as a reac-
tion to a call for this research. The USGBC itself has provided
significant monetary resources to third party research on sustain-
able building practices in its quest for a solid scientific knowledge
base. And we are beginning to see progress made in Kentucky.
There are many organizations in addition to the Kentucky Chapter
of the USGBC in the Commonwealth engaged in the study or
support of sustainable building and LEED such as the American

VVaarriioouuss  LLEEEEDD  iinniitt iiaattiivveess
iinncclluuddiinngg  lleeggiissllaatt iioonn,,
eexxeeccuutt iivvee  oorrddeerrss,,

rreessoolluutt iioonnss,,  oorrddiinnaanncceess,,
ppooll iicciieess,,  aanndd  iinnii tt iiaatt iivveess  aarree

ffoouunndd  iinn  4444  ssttaatteess,,
iinncclluuddiinngg  118866  llooccaall ii ttiieess
((112222  ccii ttiieess,,  3344  ccoouunntt iieess,,
aanndd  3300  ttoowwnnss)),,  3311  ssttaattee
ggoovveerrnnmmeennttss,,  1122  ffeeddeerraall
aaggeenncciieess  oorr  ddeeppaarrttmmeennttss,,

1155  ppuubbll iicc  sscchhooooll
jjuurr iissddiicctt iioonnss,,  aanndd  3399
iinnsstt ii ttuutt iioonnss  ooff  hhiigghheerr
eedduuccaattiioonn  aaccrroossss  tthhee

UUnniitteedd  SSttaatteess..
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Institute of Architects (AIA), Kentucky, the Associated General
Contractors (AGC) of Kentucky and the local American Society
of Refrigeration and Air conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
organization to name a few. The Universities, including the
University of Louisville, are becoming engaged in developing
LEED projects. And many lectures and seminars on various
aspects of sustainability are being held every month throughout
the state.

How we build is as important as what we build. It is impor-
tant to the sustainability of our planet’s resources as well as criti-
cal to our companies and our people. And it must be done holis-
tically with the understanding that every thing we do has a sig-
nificant impact on something else. Impacts on the environment,
our available resources, other buildings, and our productivity and
health. So, if you are not thinking green as it relates to your build-
ings, now is the time to begin. Whether it’s arenas or hospitals,
any number of stimulus projects or our corporate facilities, there
is no better time than now to think and build sustainably so that
our communities and our children can live healthy and be pros-
perous for generations to come.

Jeffrey S. Moneypenny is a LEED accredited professional
and a founding member of the Kentucky Chapter of the U.S.
Green Building Council. He is an Architect and a member of the
American Institute of Architects and is an Associate with Luckett
& Farley, Architects Engineers and Construction Managers, Inc.
He has been with Luckett & Farley for over 16 years and is a
Graduate of the University of Kentucky.
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The Past as Prologue

I first became aware of sustainability as an issue affecting all
life on the planet when I read Paul Ehrlich’s The Population
Bomb for an elementary school book report in 1968. The
Population Bomb introduced me to the idea of Malthusian limits
to growth: all environments have a natural carrying capacity, and
if the population grows exponentially to exceed this carrying
capacity, certain catastrophe lies ahead. In Ehrlich’s case, he was
predicting the deaths of hundreds-of-millions of people by the
70s or 80s as population grew to exceed food supply: all very
sobering for a 12 year old just starting out in life.

However, Ehrlich’s imminent disaster never came to be: ‘the
pill’ (along with other forms of birth control) and Norman
Borlaug’s agricultural Green Revolution provided the technical
fix to avert catastrophe, but the 600 million to 1 billion people
who remain hungry or malnourished on the planet probably think
Ehrlich was not too far wrong.

So by the age of 12, I had a pretty good idea how exponen-
tial growth worked, how ‘overshot’ of carrying capacity could
lead to catastrophe and how technical fixes could potentially avert
disaster if course correction came at the right time: once again,
pretty heady stuff for a 12 year old. 

At about the same time, I remember reading about the US
pavilion at the Montreal Expo world’s fair. Buckminster Fuller
designed this geodesic dome using a clever geometry of straight
metal struts assembled to form triangles that repeated and
wrapped to create a huge sphere of a building, enclosing the max-
imum amount of space with a minimum of resources. Add to that
the motorized shades of gold mirrorized mylar that fit inside each
triangular panel, rolling up to let light in where needed, and
rolling out to reflect summer sun
and prevent overheating. This was
my introduction to the building as
organism: responding to its envi-
ronment to self-regulate internal
temperature and provide comfort
for its occupants: an inspiring
technical fix for a 12 year old to
wrap his head around.

My immersion in all things
Buckminster Fuller continued as I
read his book Operating Manual
for Spaceship Earth at the age of
14 or so. Here Fuller presented the
notion of the earth as a giant space-
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Sustainability: The Autobiography of an Idea 

By Mark Isaacs AIA

World population from 1800 to 2100, based on UN 2004 projec-
tions (red, orange, green) and US Census Bureau historical esti-
mates (black). The Malthusian sequence of exponential growth
followed by overshot of carrying capacity and catastrophe, as
predicted in TThhee  PPooppuullaattiioonn  BBoommbb, has not occurred exactly
as Paul Ehrlich predicted. While world population is still increas-
ing in absolute numbers, the rate of population growth has
steadily decreased since the best seller was published. While
this bodes well for the planet, the landmark LLiimmiittss  ttoo  GGrroowwtthh
study suggested other resource constraints, most notably the
end of fossil fuels as the basis for economic and population col-
lapse. Most recently, climate change poses the greatest threat to
a sustainable ‘safe landing’ for humanity.

Buckminster Fuller was the first to
conceive of the planet as Space-
ship Earth, where renewable ener-
gy powers materials cycles for the
benefit of humanity. Fuller’s De-
sign Science offered a technical
fix to the limits to growth through
the design of Integrated Life
Support Systems.
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ship, and just as
astronauts on a
spaceship need all
matters of life sup-
port designed and
built-in to the sys-
tem to insure their
survival and safe
passage, Fuller
advocated the
application of what
he called Design Science to ensure the sur-
vival and success of all of humanity on this
planet.

Design Science was architecture
informed by engineering and science. All
energy came from renewable forms like the
sun with great attention to the efficiency of its
conversion into useful work. All materials
were also to be used to maximum efficiency
and to be recycled where wastes from one
process became the feedstock resource for
the next. This was synergistic whole systems
thinking where the whole organism was
greater than the sum of its parts. This
designed ecology to support life was not just
technical apparatus, but technology wired
together to better explain how the food,
water, waste and thermal comfort systems
relate to and integrate with each other syner-
gistically. 

I had the rare pleasure of sitting at the
master’s feet when Buckminster Fuller spoke
at Louisville’s Memorial Auditorium in 1970.
Bucky would come out, sit in his armchair
and proceed to talk continuously for 2 to 3
hours straight about the wonders of the uni-
verse on both the cosmic and subatomic
scale, General Systems Theory, the mathe-
matics of geodesic chords on a sphere,
entropy and integration, how the flows of
energy and materials in a properly designed
organism or whole system organize and sus-
tain that whole system, how Design Science
could achieve 100% success for humanity
and peace on the planet, and for a finale, end
by talking about how love was the most
important force in the universe as it was the
only force that defied Newton’s Law of
Conservation of Energy: the more you love,
the more love is created. He was way cool,
especially for a guy in his 80s. At the ripe age
of 14, I knew I wanted to be a designer of
Integrated Life Support Systems for
Spaceship Earth.

However, such a
career path was
not attainable
through the degree
programs on most
college campuses.
The next best
thing appeared to
be a degree in
architecture. I fed
my budding inter-

est through a subscription to the English
magazine AD, that had been shortened from
Architectural Design. Definitely not to be
confused with Architectural Digest that pres-
ents the guilded interiors of the hoi polloi, AD
presented the best in nascent ecological
utopianism, from early experiments with
Autonomous Houses ( what we today would
call Zero Energy Homes) to master planned
new towns.

The first Earth Day was held in 1970: by
the age of 14, I was ahead of the curve in real-
izing the Greek oikos, meaning house, was
the root word for both ecology and econo-
my….and that we had better get our house in
order. Little did I realize at the time that the
same pattern of exponential growth, over-
shoot and catastrophe could apply to
economies as well as ecologies. Sustainable
growth is about equilibrium and balance…
alas, lessons not attainable on Main Street
because they are not well-learned on Wall
Street.

At the same time, I was discovering the
American Transcendentalists: Emerson’s
essay on Self-Reliance and Henry David
Thoreau’s Walden. Thoreau spoke of the “4
necessaries” of food, fuel, clothing, and shel-
ter. He was among the first if most rudimen-
tary of Integrated Life Support System
designers. However, he delivered a clear
warning that simplicity is best: don’t get too
caught up in the technical artifice. Use the
right tool and means to accomplish the end
goal: don’t use a chainsaw to cut butter.

These guys understood intuitively how
the whole web of life hung together, how one
part depended on another for support and sus-
tenance, how robust the whole thing was
taken together. There was inherent joy in
such a wondrous thing: the comfort of
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass, the celebration
of The Body Electric. Above all, they were

Magazines like AADD
(AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  DDeessiiggnn) high-
lighted early experiments in the
1970s with Autonomous
Houses (Zero Energy Homes
frequently with integrated
greenhouse food and
water/waste treatment systems)
and master planned new towns
like Milton Keynes in England
who recognized that sustain-
ability needed to be addressed
at the community scale.

Henry David Thoreau attended
to the “Economy” of the “4
necessaries” of food, fuel,
clothing and shelter in living
deliberately at Walden Pond in
the 1840s, making him a for-
bearer of Integrated Life
Support System design. 

SSuussttaaiinnaabbllee  ggrroowwtthh  iiss  aabboouutt
eeqquuii ll iibbrr iiuumm  aanndd  bbaallaannccee……
aallaass,,  lleessssoonnss  nnoott  aattttaaiinnaabbllee
oonn  MMaaiinn  SSttrreeeett  bbeeccaauussee
tthheeyy  aarree  nnoott  wweell ll-- lleeaarrnneedd

oonn  WWaall ll   SSttrreeeett..
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transcendentalists: without denying the pleas-
ures of the senses and our physical embodi-
ment, joy and delight mattered the most just
for its own satisfaction within the harmony
and balance of nature more than the accumu-
lation of material things. 

By the age of 16, the Whole Earth
Catalog was my bible. This assemblage of
things funky was the counterculture version of
Bucky Fuller’s Operating Manual for
Spaceship Earth. Nomadics was used as a
noun to represent the field where car culture
and counterculture converged ‘On the Road’:
Kerouac as the direct descendant of the 19th
century Transcendentalists, with all the best
solar water heaters and energy efficient DC
refrigerators that could fit in an Airstream
trailer. Yurts, domes, and foam filled Zomes
were at the cutting edge of shelter. Inherent in
the WEC was an evolving feeling of the coun-
terculture becoming the repository of culture
in the event of ecological and economic col-
lapse: we would be prepared neo-Cistercian
monks if the Visigoths drove civilization off
the edge.

I was torn between apprenticing to Paolo
Soleri who was building his city-as-one-
building arcology called Arcosanti (Sanctified
Architecture!) in the Arizona desert; or go to a
college like Goddard, that while uncertain of

funding, offered a nascent program in
Ecological Design; or going to a place like
MIT to follow a curriculum that included the
calculus, physics and chemistry that were the
underpinnings of Fuller’s Design Science.

I wrote Whole Earth Catalog contributor
and foam dome builder Jay Baldwin for guid-
ance on the right path…and amazingly he
wrote back. His advice, probably much to my
parents’ relief, was to go to MIT and learn the
hard stuff. MIT provided an understanding of
basic and fundamental laws like, knowing that
the specific heat capacity of water is tens of
thousands of times greater than air as a heat
transfer medium, a concept that continues to
inform what I do. Armed with this knowledge,
one immediately realizes that all the buildings
in which we live, work and play that rely on
air blowing through ducts to deliver thermal
comfort use an obsolete 19th century technol-
ogy; we can do better.

Sustainable architectural design decisions
such as how much glass where, heat loss and
gain calculations, etc., are informed by calcu-
lations as a part of everyday decision making.
Typically, this is not complicated calculus, but
MIT taught me not to be afraid of such num-
bers and how to use them as part of integrated
problem solving.
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Transcendentalists like
Thoreau and Whitman (above)
celebrated the pleasures of the
senses: joy and delight within
the harmony and balance of
Nature.

TThhee  WWhhoollee  EEaarrtthh  CCaattaalloogg
provided “access to tools” in
the 1970s for living deliberately
once again, where the counter-
culture could become the neo-
eco-Cistercian monks if the
Visigoths drove civilization to
the brink of economic and eco-
logical collapse. Little did we
think that climate change
would become the main driver
as civilization galloped toward
the precipice.

The problem of climate change is going to be solved more along party
walls than party lines: multi-family homes have less than half the energy
use of single family homes.
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The Systems Dynamics Group in the Sloan School of
Management in the 1970s was also a center of discussion of The
Limits to Growth, the landmark study that once again looked at
resource constraints to the sustainability of life on the planet. An
adjunct to this line of thought was The Cost of Sprawl that offered
a scathing critique of the inherent waste and inefficiency of low
density suburban development. 

My favorite magazine clutched under my arm in those days
was the obscure journal Ekistics founded by Constantine
Doxiadis, the architect who planned our own Belvedere and
Riverfront Plaza in downtown Louisville. And my favorite article
was by a young California architect named Peter Calthorpe called
The Cost of Solar Sprawl. Calthorpe made the convincing argu-
ment that suburban and exurban energy-efficient single family
solar homes were still substantially less energy efficient than
housing at urban densities where townhomes share party walls for
less energy loss and the corner store is indeed just a short walk to
the corner. Marrying solar design to urbanism produced the most
energy-efficient sustainable picture of all. Peter Calthorpe has
gone on to become one of the world’s great urbanist master plan-
ners, a founder of the Congress for the New Urbanism and one of
the strongest proponents and most gifted practitioners of Transit
Oriented Development. 

Calthorpe’s article, and my experience of living in Boston’s
Back Bay were planting seeds of budding urbanism. I lived over-
looking the Commonwealth Avenue mall, an 8 block long linear
park leading to the Boston Garden (the site of the children’s book
Makeway for Ducklings) and Boston Commons as part of
Olmsted’s famous Emerald Necklace, one of the great historic
precedents for the integration of green open space as the commu-
nal living spaces and walkways that create a great city.

The 1973 Arab Oil Embargo exposed how vulnerable our
way of life was to the geopolitics of energy. MIT responded by
offering a graduate level Solar Architecture course. While the
tools of solar design were rudimentary, our enthusiasm was infec-
tious. I remember discussing the hole in the ozone layer and chlo-

rofluorocarbons such as the freon that powered most building air
conditioning systems as prime culprits. The chemistry was unde-
niable and we knew that more benign substitutes could heal this
hole and save the planet. 

However, someone in class brought up the idea that fossil
fuel combustion was increasing carbon dioxide levels in the
atmosphere, creating a greenhouse effect warming the earth that
would eventually melt the polar ice caps and possibly flood
coastal cities around the world. The idea seemed preposterous!
Certainly photosynthesis by the pervasive ocean plankton and
lush rain forests that cover most of the earth’s surface would fix
the carbon. And how could the gas that makes harmless soda
water cause the ice caps to melt anyway? Knowing what I knew
about the mass of the earth, radiant heat transfer and the robust-
ness of complex systems, it just did not make sense and was eas-
ily dismissed. We thought that the main driver to a renewable
energy future was going to be the coming shortage of fossil fuels.
Little did we know we barely had the story half right.

Asleep at the Wheel: Galloping Toward the Precipice

Fast forward thirty-two years: The UN Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change announced in September 2007 that, left
unchecked, greenhouse gasses (GHG) could cause temperatures
to rise by as much as 6.4 degrees Celsius (about 10 degrees F)
over the next 100 years. They went on to say that if this happens,
all life on the planet may cease to exist.

Then in November 2007, the UN climate scientists followed
up saying that to keep temperatures from rising beyond the 2
degrees C recognized to be a tipping point beyond which there
will be irreparable environmental consequences, greenhouse
gasses must be reduced 25 to 40 % below 1990 levels by the year
2020. The stakes have never been greater for life on the planet
AND we have just about 11 years to make drastic reductions in
atmospheric carbon.

We cannot be fooled that we are somehow on the right path.
WE ARE NOT. While the US did not sign on
to the Kyoto Protocols, none of the signato-
ries have apparently been successful in
achieving the original goal of a 7% reduction
in GHG below 1990 levels by 2012. President
Obama, while highly committed to climate
change and renewable energy, has stated as a
candidate that he wants to reduce GHG to
1990 levels by 2020. In other words, the offi-
cial US policy is to fail to avoid the tipping
point for destructive climate change by 25-
40%!!!!

We cannot be lulled into complacency
thinking that well-intentioned incremental
steps are enough to get us to the necessary
goal. Energy Star and basic LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental

The (UN) Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change...last week announced
that temperatures on earth could “increase by as much as 6.4C by the end of
this Century. If this were to occur, it would result in most of life on our planet
being exterminated.”

This is what they described would happen:

+ 2.4C = coral reefs will become extinct
+ 3.4C = the rain forests will become deserts 
+ 4.4C = the ice caps will melt and

severe heat waves will displace millions
+ 5.4C = sea levels will rise 5 meters creating tens of millions of climate
refugees 

A target of 25-40% reduction below 1990 levels is needed by 2020 to keep
the warming at or below 2 degrees.
- IPCC Assessment Report, September & November 2007
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Design) certified buildings typically achieve energy-efficiency
(along with correlating GHG reductions) 15% better than that
already required as a minimum level of performance by the cur-
rent building codes. In other words, the coral reefs will suffer per-
manent destruction as a result of our well-intentioned efforts to
just build Energy Star and LEED certified buildings. 

And the pace of that potential destruction is increasing, as
witnessed by the quickening pace of summertime arctic sea ice
melting. As the ice melts, the protection normally provided by the
reflective white snow and ice is replaced by the darker heat-
absorbing ocean and land, which only hastens the melting of still
more ice and snow. The UN climate scientists originally predict-
ed sea levels to rise by 1 meter or less by the end of this century,
which was bad enough: The southern tip of Manhattan, much of
the Florida and Gulf Coasts, and Third World coastal areas in
countries like Bangladesh would be under water. Just this
February, a new study in Science magazine suggests that sea lev-
els could rise by as much as 6 to 7 meters over the next 100 years,
creating tens if not hundreds of millions of environmental
refugees. If we think the economy is in the tank now, and are
unhappy with the current level of resource-related geopolitical
strife, just wait until the major coastal cities of the world are all
under water! For the first time ever, the National Security Advisor
has listed climate change as a major threat to national security and
global stability. 

Near Zero Carbon NOW!

Climate change poses perhaps the gravest threat ever to our
existence since the development of nuclear weapons, but fortu-
nately, there is enough time to solve this vexing problem IF we
start in earnest toward the right goal NOW! Fortunately, our ener-
gy wasteful culture provides lots of low-hanging fruit to be
plucked: the goal is reachable and do-able! Anyone aware and
concerned about climate change needs to go Near Zero Carbon
NOW! Not tomorrow, not next year, not 5 years from now, but
NOW!

We have outlined 14 steps that Americans can take to reduce
their carbon footprint by 65% (see our
LegacyHomesLouisville.com website, look at the Global
Warming presentation under The Legacy Difference). They are
incremental steps with each step being do-able and affordable, but
together ad up to a big impact: 65% reduction in carbon footprint
that returns almost $4000 per year in energy savings for a total
investment of $2000-4000 plus the cost of a fuel-efficient car.

For a country reeling from the worst economic meltdown
since the Great Depression, these investments are the absolute
best place one can put money to work doing well by doing good.
Some of these energy-conserving measures are well known:
switch to compact fluorescent lamps, install and properly operate
a programmable thermostat, caulk and weatherstrip, insulate your
attic, maintain tire pressure and air filters, etc. 

Other measures are not so obvious. The shift towards a pre-
dominantly plant-based locally grown diet can be a powerful car-
bon reducer. The choices we face with our forks 3 times a day
have some of the most significant environmental impacts. Partial
vegetarianism counts: going absolutely meat-free, while perhaps
desirable from an environmental and health standpoint, is not nec-
essary. Choice still abounds in the shift to Near Zero Carbon liv-
ing.
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The above steps can produce a 65% reduction in carbon
footprint along with some of the highest economic returns
available today: saving the earth saves the pocketbook (see
details at The Legacy Difference at
LegacyHomesLouisville.com). 

Green Templates can make 2-5 story housing heating, cool-
ing, and hot water cost $8 to $10 per home per month, even
before the application of photovoltaics and solar hot water
make Net Energy Producing buildings everyday and com-
monplace.
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Some cultural shifts are in order. We need to develop a cul-
ture of tree planting: planting trees to celebrate birthdays,
anniversaries, the equinoxes, greening a neighborhood, planting a
family forest, etc. Planting 23 trees a year can be the ticket to car-
bon neutral living.

A 15th step can also zero out one’s carbon footprint: many
utilities such as LG&E offer Green Power programs. For an extra
$5 per month, LG&E customers can support the purchase of 300
kwh of renewably produced small hydro power. Combined with
the utility’s Demand Conservation Program that allows the utility
to cycle air conditioners off for a few minutes per hour in times
of summer peak power use, and Near Zero Carbon living can be
accessible for most anyone at a very affordable cost.

Making the Transition to a Net Zero Carbon Future

We need to rethink the American Dream of the single family
detached home on its own lot on a tree-lined street. The New
American Dream may be the same house, perhaps downsized a
bit, but sharing party walls with neighbors. Reducing exposed
surface area reduces heat gain and loss: multifamily housing typ-
ically has half the energy use of single family housing. Instead of
front and back yards, such a home might look onto a lushly land-
scaped community courtyard with the convenience of a covered
parking court in the rear. Assembled at the scale of the block, 2
story construction can yield up to 40 units per acre, supporting
mixed use walkable communities that can be easily served by
transit. 

Our Green Template for such construction combines superin-
sulation, passive solar, and geothermal heat pumps to deliver
heating, cooling and hot water for under $10 per home per month.
Adding solar hot water and photovoltaics brings us to the thresh-
old of the Net Energy Producing neighborhood. LEED Platinum
level performance is affordable now! Green Templates can help
speed the realization of The New American Dream where Near
and Net Zero Carbon living is commonplace, convenient and
widespread.

Mark Isaacs AIA is an Architect/Builder in Louisville,
Kentucky where his Legacy Lofts has been named the Green
Multifamily Building of the Year by the National Association of
Homebuilders. Mark serves on the Governor’s High Performance
Buildings Advisory Committee that has developed standards for
energy-efficient state construction at the forefront of the nation.
Mark recently addressed the Green Convene coalition at their first
organizing conference on The Challenge: Near Zero Carbon
Living NOW! and works with corporations, institutions, and com-
munity groups to assist that transition. Mark can be reached at
misaacs@legacy-development.com.
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During the fall of 2006 President James R. Ramsey of U of
L began a series of informal discussions with three of his public
and private university colleagues: John A. Roush of Centre, Larry
D. Shinn of Berea, and Lee T. Todd, Jr., of UK. In one sense,
these discussions were absolutely revolutionary: the public and
private institutions in Kentucky had rarely, if ever, joined forces
toward a common good. 

The four Presidents talked about the crucial issues facing the
Commonwealth, and their discussion kept coming back to ener-
gy. They decided that higher education had both the responsibili-
ty and the authority to address and affect the way a State that gets
more than 90% of its energy from burning coal could address
what would probably be a carbon-constrained future. They fur-
ther decided that to do this, they needed to break down the “silos”
of information by bringing together leaders from business, gov-
ernment, and education. They titled their initiative “Energizing
Kentucky,” and planned three major conferences.

The first conference, held at the newly restored Henry Clay
Building in Louisville in early June of 2008, focused on energy
issues facing Kentucky businesses. Sandra Meyer, President of
Duke Power of Kentucky and Ohio, keynoted a series of talks and
panels featuring Representative Rocky Adkins, Senator Robert
Stivers, Alltech President Pearce Lyons, and representatives from
Toyota, Ford, GE, E-ON US, the Sierra Club, Marathon Oil, East
Kentucky Power, Commonwealth Agri-Energy, Owensboro
Grain, and others. 

The conference structure was planned to deliberately encour-
age dialogue among the panelists and attendees. Sandra Meyer
highlighted the importance of energy efficiency, denoting it as a
fifth fuel. Following Ms. Meyer’s address, Representative Rocky
Adkins reviewed the legislation that the Kentucky House had
passed to encourage energy conservation. Break-out panels of
CEO’s and energy experts concentrated on the challenges and
successes in the production, consumption, and conservation of
energy. 

To conclude the conference, Len Peters, Secretary of the
Governor’s Energy & Environment Cabinet, and Tom Fitzgerald,
Director of the Kentucky Resource Council, gave “wrap-up”
talks. Mr. Fitzgerald’s remarks reviewing the main points of each
presenter are available on our website: www.energizingken-
tucky.org. 

The focus of the second conference, held on September 18-
19th again at the Henry Clay Building, was to look at the public
policy issues of energy. Thomas L. Friedman, author of The
World is Flat and whose book, Hot, Flat, and Crowded had just
been published, opened the conference with a standing-room-
only, riveting keynote address. Friedman challenged the confer-
ence attendees to think of our current energy situation as a great
possibility for a new global industrial revolution of Energy
Technology or ET. If we focus our resources and policies on ET,
and step forward as leaders in this Energy Technology
Revolution, the United States could regain a sense of internation-
al authority and economic viability lost in recent years. 

Friedman was followed by Utah Governor Jon M. Huntsman,
Jr., a leader in sustainable energy policies and programs. He out-
lined the progressive steps Utah has taken and some components
of a national energy policy. A very detailed summary of his
speech is also available on our website, under “Energizing
Kentucky Conference II Report”. Governor Huntsman was fol-
lowed by Kentucky Governor Beshear, who outlined the compo-
nents that would have to be included in a Kentucky energy plan.
At the time of his address, the state energy plan for Kentucky was
still being put together under the leadership of Len Peters, one of
the two wrap-up speakers at the first conference. 

Energy experts from around the country brought us a more
national perspective. Susan Zinga, an energy policy analyst from
New Jersey, addressed “demand-side management.” Ivan Urlaub,
who directs the North Carolina Sustainable Energy Association,
argued that the most effective way to change policy is through a
number of small steps. 
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Milton Reigelman, Coordinator and
Lisa Nesmith, Assistant Coordinator
of Conferences

Energizing Kentucky:
Groundbreaking Partnership
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Perhaps the most surprising speaker was
Maria Gladziszewski from Juneau, Alaska. When
Juneau energy prices spiked 500% because of an
avalanche, Juneau residents voluntarily reduced
their energy use 40% within three weeks. When
energy prices returned to normal, residents still
maintained a 20% reduction in usage. Ms.
Gladziszewski said that Thomas Friedman was
exactly right except in one particular: that reduc-
ing energy usage dramatically is not all that diffi-
cult when prices rise dramatically. And once peo-
ple begin to use energy more wisely, the behavior
continues. Kentucky experts Tom Kimmerer, Will
Cox, and Steve Austin presented public policy
issues relevant to Kentucky. Veteran KET host Al
Smith and Tom Prather moderated panels. 

We were particularly pleased that 23
Kentucky legislators were among the 425 people
attending the conference. The four presidents testified on what
their campuses were doing to conserve energy to a Joint Special
Subcommittee on Energy during one of the break-out sessions.
Sylvia Lovely and her group, the Kentucky League of Cities, also
partnered with us for this conference.

Jared Diamond, author of Collapse as well as Guns, Germs,
and Steel keynotes the third conference, held at the downtown
Hyatt in Lexington on April 15th and 16th. Carol Browner, head
of the EPA under President Clinton and President Obama’s
“Climate Czar,” provides the Washington perspective. Other invit-
ed guests were Admiral John Gorssenbacher, Director of the

Idaho National Laboratory and an international expert on nuclear
energy; Cutler Cleveland, Editor-in-Chief of The Encyclopaedia
of Energy; and Rick Fedrizzi, President and CEO of the US Green
Building Council.

In spite of Jared Diamond, Carol M. Browner, and the other
national luminaries, the most exciting part of the conferences was
the luncheon poster session featuring K-16 groups of students
from around Kentucky demonstrating some of the great success-
es of energy education. From elementary schools through post-
graduate training, Kentucky students are ahead of the general
population in not only recognizing the importance of energy
issues—but in doing something about them.

From left to right: John A. Roush, President, Centre College: James Ramsey,
President, University of Louisville: Thomas Friedman, Author: Lee Todd,
President, University of Kentucky: Larry Shinn, President, Berea College
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The Beginnings of Building Green

On March 13, 2006, my wife Augusta and I bought a 110
year-old warehouse building (photo of front of building here) in
the slightly run-down, but (we felt) up-and-coming East Market
District in downtown Louisville, Kentucky. A month later on
April 27, we emailed our architect Doug Pierson at “Form
Environment Design (FER)” saying we wanted to go for official
LEED certification. We knew we had lots of green ideas, but were
just learning about this certification. We figured it was like diet-
ing: if one is going to diet, one should not be scared to get on the
scale. We decided to try to follow the US Green Building
Council’s (USGBC) guidelines for both green building and sus-
tainable design: LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design. On a trip early in our courtship, we had visited the pub-
lic library in Seattle, which was an early LEED Silver awardee.
We also wanted to apply what we consider to be the pre-eminent
21st Century building technique to our 19th century building and
try to bring awareness of green building to Louisville and its
developers. After making two environmen-
tal films and being acutely aware of our
being part of the problem in the increase of
carbon in our atmosphere, we also wanted
to be “part of the proverbial solution” as
opposed to just part of the problem. This
seemed like a great place to start.

One of our first questions was simple
and probably similar to many developers’
notes to their architects and contractors:
We would like to try and get LEED certifi-
cation for the project, so does the cost esti-
mate take this into consideration? If not,
roughly what would be the percentage
increase to do a LEED-certified renova-
tion? In retrospect we were pretty “green”
and inexperienced before we ever became
the kind of “green” we wanted to be! 

The first answer concerning getting certified at the lowest
LEED level was that, based on many factors, there would be a 5-
10% increase in cost. Our estimates show that each higher level
(the levels are standard LEED, silver, gold and platinum) was
another 5% increase, so we ended up about 25% higher. We also
estimate that it took about eight months longer to finish the build-
ing, partially due to the sourcing of the FSC (Forest Stewardship
Council-certified) wood. Our architect, Doug Pierson, had an in-
house LEED consultant/certified architect so we would not have
to hire out of house for that, but as he said, “There is additional
coordination and administration work involved to do the paper-
work and tracking through certification. We also have to keep the
consultants in line with the LEED requirements (for example,
some LEED points are tied to exterior ‘light pollution’ and
restricted watts per square foot. We would therefore have to make
sure that we and the electrical consultant specify the right type of
fixtures. This is often a trial and error process and may take more
iterations than without going LEED). The increase in fee would
depend on the level of certification.”

It was only later in the project the
architect commented that with all our ideas
(solar panels, geothermal, green roof, radi-
ant heat, thermal energy storage, etc.), we
really could and should end up with the
highest “Platinum” LEED certification.
There were a couple more tweaks we could
do to try to ensure that happening. This
would up our cost, but we decided that we
were so close we should go for it.

Then came this interesting note from
Doug: 

“The real trick is finding a contractor
who will follow through during the con-
struction phase. A lot of the points are
gained through the use of local materials
purchases (bulk inexpensive materials from
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The Green Building: 
A Case Study in Louisville, Kentucky

Gill Holland, green developer / film producer
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China will cost points), waste management, recycling, and a coor-
dinated tracking of bill of materials. All of these are under the
scope of the contractors. We can work with the contractors to
make sure they know what they need to do, but we cannot police
them. Finding the right contractors for a certified building is im-
perative.” We also were to learn that renovating an existing struc-
ture is especially difficult because you can’t control the situation
as you could if you were building from scratch. We knew that our
friend Tim Peters was going to be our contractor so we felt com-
fortable moving forward with his experience, and he brought
along the foreman Richard Pickard who proved invaluable. 

When nationally-renowned (and rightly-named) green roof
expert Ed Snodgrass came for a conference, we learned that the
greenest building is a building that already exists, no matter
where you are. So by using an existing structure instead of tear-
ing it down to build something green from scratch, we were
already getting green “points,” at least on the karmic level if not
for LEED certification.

The USGBC was and may still be tweaking its rules for its
LEED program for green renovations, and that was something we
also had to take into account. Some of the initial points regarding
site sustainability in the LEED scheme were easily proven: we
were renovating, which seemed to us like we should get the point
for re-building on a same site; we were located on the bus
routes/public transportation; we would build a bike rack and we’d
dedicate a place to park hybrid vehicles and include a shower to
promote employees biking to work; we were on the bike path; and
we were happy to landscape and design the exterior to reduce the
heat island effect.

The EPA at http://www.epa.gov/heatisland/index.htm defines
the term “heat island” as a “built up area that is hotter than near-
by rural areas. The annual mean air temperature of a city with one
million people or more can be 1.8–5.4°F (1–3°C) warmer than its
surroundings. In the evening the difference can be as high as 22°F
(12°C). Heat islands can affect communities by increasing sum-
mertime peak energy demand, air conditioning costs, air pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions, heat-related illness and mortality,
and water quality.”

We also wanted automatic lighting controls to reduce light
pollution and the cost of absent-minded workers who might for-
get one of the greenest daily acts: simply turning off the lights
when leaving a room.

Sept 29th, 2007 Demolition Starts

On one level we were like the crystal meth addicts who, upon
seeing an empty house or a house for sale, break in and strip out
the copper wiring to re-sell. Until the economic meltdown, cop-
per was trading at high rates. On the way to work I even started
noticing manhole covers missing. 

We made a list of everything we could recycle: doors, door
knobs, light bulbs, copper plumbing. We tried to sell as much as
we could; we gave away the other stuff.� LEED requires a certain

percentage of demolition and construction waste to be recycled in
addition to significant use of recycled material in the construction
and locally-sourced material.

It’s not just the classic “reduce, reuse, recycle” at play here;�
it’s also how much can you divert from going to the landfill. The
easy part is dedicating an area in the finished building as a recy-
cling center; the hard part is demolishing responsibly.

Normally when you demo a building, you take some sledge-
hammers and just trash it, fill up the dumpster, take it to the land-
fill. It takes a lot of time to demolish a building in an environ-
mentally friendly manner and time is money. Land is finite, and
more and more humans live on it. For LEED, you have to weigh
all the debris, and a percentage of its total weight and physical
space must not go in the landfill. We hired a local group called
Green City Recycling who helped oversee the paperwork of the
removal process and itemization of what was salvaged. For a
complete list of what was not sent to the landfill, see the end of
this article. From their website, www.greencityrecycling.com
“recycling today for tomorrow,” Green City Recycling is com-
mitted to the mission of preserving our earth’s resources by pro-
viding construction landfill diversion and commercial recycling
services. Green City removes the valuable resources and transfers
them to worldwide markets, where they are recycled, remanufac-
tured and reused.

We recycled. There were beautiful old timbers and joists that
other people wouldn’t have spent the time to save. We inventoried
every piece of wood, re-milled them, finished them, and we’re
reusing them. There are 16 x 4s, which aren’t even made any-
more. You figure the tree had to be over 100 years old when it was
chopped down 110 years ago for the building, so that’s like first
growth timber — beautiful stuff -“Revolutionary Timber” we call
it. We set up a workshop (see below) in the back of the building
to plane the planks down and remove the smoke and soot. It was
blackened with age from the days of coal being burned in the
building for heat. It looks beautiful. On our web-site
http://www.thegreenbuilding.com is a nice short film on this
wood reclamation process, which was directed by Robin Burke.
Our conference room tables were built from these timbers by our
foreman Richard Pickard.
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Instead of using sand to blast all the plaster, we used a corn husk-based sand
for blasting. It’s a biodegradable, natural, and local product. Obviously the plaster
had to go to the landfill because there’s no place to use that, which then becomes
part of the demo process.

Buildings in the United States count for probably over sixty percent of total
electrical use. Buildings are a huge carbon footprint in terms of humans on the
Earth.�Therefore, the first step was to go through the building to see what we could
recycle. The following is the listing of those materials:

Green City Recycling received 1,029.5 cubic yards of material in dumpsters
from our project. 436.5 cubic yards of that material did go to landfills, but 551
cubic yards (“cy”) of material was diverted and recycled. (Table 1)

In terms of what is called “Eco-Tech Environmental,” we had approximately
eight 20-cubic yard dumpsters of material that went to the landfill, and three 20-
cubic yard dumpsters of recycled materials. We also worked with ISA Recycling,
a local Salvage Yard and salvaged 13,386 pounds of metal. This included steel,
steel copper, cables, lead, and siding.

Dillon Construction services carted off some materials to be reused at other
sites(Table 2). We also donated items to the Tallgrass Farms Foundation to be
reused in an old farm house(Table 3), as well as Habitat Restore for resale(Table
4).

Our glass contractors Kentucky Mirror + Plate Glass, took 2 areas of glass 50’
long x 12’ high for reuse in other projects, and Larry’s Heating & A.C. recovered
Freon from six condenser units.

Construction Starts

As you start building, you try to use only local products. You don’t want prod-
ucts that come from Brazil, because of the carbon footprint of the travel of that
product. You get points for local products that are harvested and sourced from
within 500 miles. The support of the local economy is an ancillary benefit to the
community of green building. You get points for not using certain harmful finish-
es and paints. The EPA says that indoor air is three times worse than outdoor air,
which is gross when you think of all the off-gassing going on. Obviously lead-
based paints are no longer in use, but most paints have lots of toxins/volatile
organic compounds (VOC’s). When you breathe them all day long, they go into
your blood system; when your kids are born they’re born with these toxins in their
blood system, then they get more toxins over their lifetime. That’s a generational
increase of toxins in our children’s bodies. 

We did not use anything with high VOC’s, only low to zero VOC’s (which
exceeds LEED requirements). All the new wood we needed was sourced locally,
and is Forestry Stewardship Council-certified, FSC wood. That means it comes
from sustainable forests. Instead of clear-cutting, they responsibly harvest one out
of every three rows.�We knew this was going to cost a little more money, because
currently there is not a big demand for FSC wood. We also took pleasure in know-
ing we had hired people and were paying them to learn a new skill. The workers
on the project got educated about where to buy these products, what to look out
for in these products, and why these things are important.�They will pass this
information along and take it to their next jobs.

There was a high percentage of recycled content in the building construction
materials(Table 5).
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Table 1: Summary of
recycled materials

Wood 301.5 cy

Cardboard 38 cy

Concrete 126 cy

Metal 54 cy

Plastic 19.5 cy

Other 12 cy

Table 2: Materials removed and
reused at other locations

150,000 BTU furnace and compressor

1200 square foot carpet

Four windows

Ten light fixtures

Two 125,000 btu furnace and AC units

1 door

125,000 BTU furnace and AC unit

Table 3: Items reused in a
farm house renovation

70 gallon water heater

125,000 BTU furnace

12 wood newel posts

Forty-two 50-gallon bags of sawdust
(to be used as animal bedding at the farm)

Table 4: Items donated to Habitat Restore

Furnace and compressor

A coil unit and compressor

72 light fixtures

122 florescent tubes

22 locksets

17 hinges

1 vanity and sink

1 toilet

1 medicine cabinet
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The Green Roof

Green roofs are important for four main reasons: they save
energy, they reduce the heat island effect, they increase water effi-
ciency, and they increase green space and oxygen. “Green roofs
just make sense to me in a back-to-nature kind of way: my moth-
er is a native Norwegian and the Vikings may have had the first
green roofs. There are a lot of green roofs over there. I don’t know
if some of the people out in the countryside know how environ-
mentally friendly they are. Of course, sometimes they have goats
up there. I don’t think in Louisville we’re going to have goats on
our roof!” 

Energy savings

The temperature on a black tar roof in the summertime can
go up to 170 degrees Fahrenheit. Air conditioning buildings down
to a comfortable 76 degrees takes a lot of energy. With a green
roof, the dirt and grass collect and repel most of that heat and
insulate in the winter. Our non-green roof surfaces are painted
reflecting white so they don’t absorb heat, and their solar reflec-
tive index (SRI) exceeds LEED requirements.

Water efficiency

The earth and grass act as a natural filter. It takes three days
for rain to run through a grass roof. Generally storm water runoff
is a problem. Heavy rainfall runs off of roofs and streets paved
with impervious pavement and then floods already stressed-out
municipal drainage systems (especially here in Louisville). This
volume increases the amount of everything from animal feces to
oil from the streets that drains into the water system. On top of
that, instead of being filtered down back into the local aquifer
where it is needed, the water here in Louisville goes right out into
the Ohio River and ends up in the atoxic zone in the Gulf of
Mexico. 

There are two kinds of green roofs: the “extensive” has a
shallower four-inch base that is a unique soil mix of expanded
shale and humus and is better for low-lying sedums and grasses;
and the “deeper” which has six inches of earth that bushes can
grown on. Our engineers said we would have to spend some
money to shore up the roof in order to accommodate the heavier
six-inch roof, so we went with the gravel and sedums (see pic-
tures above and below). For LEED, a percentage of these plants
must be drought-resistant and local: this requirement makes sense
because you don’t want to have to be watering the roof! Our local
horticulturalist Tracey Williams, from Green Sleeves Design,
chose Sedum spurium ‘John Creech’,  Sedum spurium ‘Dragon’s
Blood’, Sedum sexangulare,
Phedimus ‘Golden Carpet,’
and Sedum album. The mod-
ern and bold design of the
plant layout for the roof
depicts a Norwegian symbol
for the sun and the creativity
and dynamism of solar ener-
gy.

On the side of the green roof we have three massive rain bar-
rels for any overflow. These pour into an underground culvert
which then takes any excess run-off into our rain garden, a

Table 5: Percentage of recycled
content in construction materials

30% of concrete

70% of heavy and light gauge steel

40% of gypsum board

10% of cement board

40% of concrete blocks

30% of all glass

70% of all aluminum window products

70% of all roof flashing products

100% of wood floors

15% of translucent acoustic gallery ceiling

60% of bathroom partitions

30% of ceramic tile

80% of batt insulation
(recycled denim from blue jeans)

35% of rigid exterior building insulation

30% of architectural exterior louvers

20% of countertops

3% of exterior sheathing

35% of vinyl composite tile flooring

60% of linoleum flooring

40% of all furniture and finishes
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depressed area towards the rear of the building which is basically
a water retention pond designed to slow run-off, allowing the
water to seep into the earth slowly.. The rain garden is anchored
by two strong, native trees which typically grow in moist and low-
lying areas. Nyssa sylvatica (Blackgum or Tupelo) and Taxodium
distichum (Bald Cypress). The area, also known as a bio-swale, is
under-planted with Chasmanthium latifolium (River Oats). The
rain-garden is in progress and new plants will be slowly added to
achieve Tracey’s plan to keep sowing native seeds to naturalize
the area.

For Tracey, “River oats is the theme for the entire building’s
design - a strong visual band that unifies the whole area. It is
highly-adaptable and tolerant of difficult situations, wet soil,
drought, sun or shade. The Betula nigra (River Birches) close to
East Market Street offer both height and scale for the expanse of
brick, road and parking lot and visual interest at eye-level with
their beautiful exfoliating trunks. The courtyard is planted with
the white-blooming forms of the native Cercis canadensis
(Whitebud) and the moveable planters hold native Switchgrass
(Panicum virgatum ‘Heavy Metal’).”

Besides the low-hanging fruit of low-flush toilets, we hope to
use another element of water efficiency, waterless urinals, but the
KY health department forbids them at this time.

Solar Panels/Photovoltaics

Compared to green roofs, solar panels have become much
more universally accepted and used. While green roofs need a bit
of cultivation, solar panels are relatively easy. You can order
them, have them shipped to you if you cannot buy them in your
area, and then it’s just a matter of installation and converting the
energy from DC to AC. We were lucky in Louisville to have a
company called Solar Designs, Inc. available and its leader Dave
Gabhart oversaw most of our alternative energy plans. He calls
The Green Building the culmination of his life’s work developing
solar energy(www.solar-designs-inc.com).

Solar panels are made out of photovoltaic cells. We spent
about $112,000 on the 81 panels we use which provide almost fif-
teen Kilowatt/hours on sunny days. That is enough to power the
building, so on good days we are “off the grid” metaphorically (at
present we still have to go through the grid). We do not generate
enough energy to store and even if we did, batteries are not inher-
ently “green” (though they can be effective in remote areas). We
do not yet have net metering on our building in Louisville so we
cannot sell any excess back to the electric utility. Kentucky, how-
ever, does allow this option and the paperwork is underway to
accomplish it. Doing the math based on the average number of
sunny days in Kentucky and the present cost of electricity, we
should recoup our expenses in about sixteen years and then have
a fixed asset that gives us a 2% return (which, based on the stock
market’s performance in 2008, is very attractive!). If one assumes
the costs of energy will double every five years, as it seems to
have historically, the time to recoup drops significantly and the

return increases. I also believe that emissions trading and carbon
“cap and trade” will be instituted sooner than the general public
believes and we will be ahead of the curve. We never consider the
additional expense of the solar, geothermal and green roof as cost
“increases” to the project. For us, they are low-yielding, but high-
ly conservative “green” investments. 

The three DC-AC converters placed on the wall below the
solar paneled roof are crowd pleasers. They count the amount of
CO2 saved from entering the atmosphere due to the panels. So
far, taking the less-sunny fall months as an average, we are sav-
ing 30,000 pounds of CO2 a month. If taxing carbon emissions
becomes a reality, we will quickly make back our solar invest-
ments in savings. According to the carbon footprint calculator
found at http://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx, my
driving a 2006 Toyota Prius 500 miles a month puts 202 pounds
of CO2 into the atmosphere, so the solar panels alone will more
than offset the emissions of up to forty-four employee’s cars in
the building. When full, the building will have fewer than that.

We also have installed skylights. Studies show that buildings
with natural lighting have higher employee productivity and high-
er employee retention. People just like working in a building that
has sunlight as opposed to artificial light. It makes sense. Humans
are animals, and animals crave light. That also counts as a LEED
point. In our building, the previous tenants had actually cinder
blocked up all the windows except for those facing the street, so
we restored the nine windows and now have tons of natural light.
Natural light has jumped from 20% of the spaces to 95%. This
intangible benefit does not have a directly quantifiable financial
return on investment but is important.

Geothermal Heat Pumps

Ten feet below the surface of the Earth, the temperature is
always between 50 and 60 degrees. One can either dig 300-foot
wells, or put coils 6 feet down below the ground surface, run them
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horizontally under the ground for 300
feet which is enough time for the water to
cool to that temperature. The water then
comes back up into the building and goes
through a “heat exchanger” which releas-
es the captured heat in the winter by
removing cool air. In the summer, the
water brings in cool air and takes the heat
from the building back into the earth. We
chose the option of digging twelve 300-
foot wells which in most urban situations
is more practical since you may not own
the neighboring lot. Our wells are
“closed loop” so we are not taking clean
water and then dumping the dirty, used,
and heated water back into the aquifer.

In the winter, the wells and coils heat the building, and in the
summer, they cool it. This is free energy from the Earth. The only
cost is for the compressors to move the energy in or out of the
building and deliver it to the spaces. 

We also put in a state of the art 1,100-gallon ice storage tank
(I refer to it as our “ice bucket”). This storage tank takes energy
from the grid at night when it is least in demand and also cheap-
est and uses the geo units to freeze the thousands of 4” diameter
ice balls in the giant container. Then it releases this energy when
cooling is needed over the course of the day in conjunction with

the geothermal wells. If everyone were
to install such ice buckets, it is unlikely
there would be the black-outs that hap-
pen at 2pm on summer days in
California when everyone reaches for
the AC switch and the lights go out. The
energy consumed to freeze the balls is ¼
the amount of energy required for con-
ventional air conditioning and its off-
peak hour costs reduce comparable ener-
gy required by traditional air condition-
ing methods to cool the same spaces that
the balls cool.

Indoor Air Quality

“While a lot of this gets too scientific
for me, the basics are that smoking is banned in the building and
there is an automatic carbon dioxide control system.” So when-
ever the CO2 level in a room hits more than 550 adjustable parts
per million, vents open to release that “old” air and bring in fresh
air. There is also a monitoring and control system for general
comfort temperatures. A side benefit is that this CO2 control also
measures the amount of fresh air in a building so you can get a
measurement of how much ventilated air is displacing inefficient,
re-cycled and less healthy ”conditioned” air. Maybe this is also
why everyone who enters the building remarks that it smells
fresh. Automatically controlling fresh air minimizes the expen-

THE GREEN BUILDING (www.greenbuilding.net) 
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sive costs of heating and cooling outdoor air. The main electric
fans and pumps vary their speed as needed to save energy.

In terms of indoor environmental quality, The Green
Building meets or exceeds the standard American Society for
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers,
Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality, and through archi-
tectural design increases daylight and views in 95 percent of all
regularly occupied spaces. 

Other Fun Facts related to The Green Building

In doing the research, we found that cement plants are five
percent of the world’s total CO2 output, which is astounding, and
you need cement for concrete, so our concrete blocks are “mine-
shaft blocks” made partially out of slag and fly ash. Slag is a
byproduct of making iron. Fly ash is a byproduct of coal. So
instead of some of these coal by-products ending up in a toxic
pond like the one that just broke in Tennessee, we’re re-using
them in a constructive way.

Normally gypsum board has 0-10% recycled content. Kim
Glass and Doug looked all over the country and found that our
supplier (local, of course) provided 40% recycled content, eight
times as much as the national average.

In the back of the building, there is going to be a green wall.
I don’t even know if there are any in America, but we saw one in
Paris, literally a wall of plants. It’s beautiful and it’s environmen-
tally sound. We plan on growing herbs and spices on the lower
reaches of the wall for use by 732 Social, the restaurant on the
ground floor.

Not-so-green Paving 

We learned a lot about pervious pavement, but this is one of
the only green things we did not do. The parking lot is a separate
property so we do not need it for the LEED points for The Green
Building (and it becomes slightly annoying trying to play the
points game). Laying down pervious pavement would have cost
$40,000 more than the traditional tarmac (70% more). Since we
may not keep the parking lot paved for more than a couple of
years in order to use it for a better purpose (i.e. the year-round
public market we are starting), we compromised and left half the
parking lot unpaved. We refer to our unpaved areas as our
“bioswales” and are happy that the water will still drip down to
our aquifers. Bioswales have become popular landscaping meth-
ods to filter out pollution from surface water runoff.

Conclusion: Energy and Atmosphere

The building is designed to outperform Kentucky energy
codes by 65%. If there were any computer energy models avail-
able to input and measure the value of our ice bucket, radiant
floor heat, and passive heat re-integration simultaneously with
other features, we suspect this number would be even higher. The
century-old drafty masonry shell has been completely sealed with
inert recycled insulating materials and the original window open-
ings, previously filled in with cinderblocks, have been restored
with low-e insulated glass. Exterior louvers are used on the south
side to prevent heat build-up from sunlight. Renewable energy
sources from photovoltaics and geothermal heating and cooling
help increase the overall energy efficiency of the building. No
chlorofluorocarbon-based refrigerants are used in the air condi-
tioning and no halon gases in the fire suppression system; control
systems meter HVAC systems, water usage and energy perform-
ance of the building.

Please come visit in person or online at http://www.thegreen
building.com. I would like to thank my wife Augusta, Doug
Pierson, Tim Peters, Richard Pickard, Dave Gabhart, Kim Glass
and Tracey Williams for their help with many of the details of this
article.

Gill is an award-winning film producer (environmental docs
include Al Gore’s 2008 Reel Current Award winner Mountain Top
Removal and the Sundance Film Festival hit Flow: For the Love
of Water) and green developer in Louisville, KY. He was also the
Executive Producer of Sweetland, the first carbon-neutral inde-
pendent film.
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“The goal of life is living in agreement with nature.” – Zeno of
Citium, c. 300bce

In nature, good design lasts and poor design perishes. It is a
simple reality with few exceptions, none of which are worth
exploring as a strategy. We employ our specific talents as design-
ers, engineers, thinkers, tinkerers and agents of change within the
context of the larger complexities of nature. We are wholly inter-
active with our environment irrespective of the degree to which
we acknowledge that relationship. Our approach to the way we
live upon earth as if we had dominion over it has failed. It is bad
design. 

Drawing upon natural capital, at rates of debit greater than
credit, we have come to realize that our understanding and prac-
tice of “economy” is what has failed us. When finite resources
dwindle and extraction becomes costly, the degree of this failure
is easier to see. And this failure exists to lesser degrees in all sec-
tors of industry where natural capital is required. The etymologi-
cal root for economy is “household management” and collective-
ly there is a blind hand on that tiller. Nature, however, our great-
est repository of tested design, holds valuable information that
should inform our thinking about design. Why not husband the
inherent wisdom found there to greater purpose? Like Zeno of
Citium more than 2300 years ago, we must look to “agreement
with nature” as our common goal.

In 2000, John Ikerd, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural
Economics at the University of Missouri, Columbia, addressed
the Midwest Small Farm Conference and Trade Show in
Noblesville, Indiana. In the paper he delivered he said: 

“The economy of the future must focus on people and place
rather than production and profit. In general, contemporary eco-
nomics is fundamentally incapable of addressing the social and
ecological dimensions of life that are essential in sustaining
human progress. We will need a new economics of sustainability
if we are to build a sustainable human society.”

Had I been in the audience, I would have applauded. But in
the nine years since those remarks, the progress has been slow
and the strategies cumbersome. There has been incremental work
toward and overwhelming work against a sustainable future.
Perhaps sustainability as an organizing philosophy is limiting.
Nature, on the whole, is better than merely sustainable. It is
regenerative. There has been a net increase in diversity, produc-
tivity and complexity on this planet over time. If we are in or
approaching a downward trend, the pendulum will swing the
other way with or without us. Were nature merely sustainable, we
wouldn’t exist. Perhaps while we practice our chops on sustain-
able strategies, we might set our long-term vision on regenerative
design in hopes that we actually get what we are looking for. Aim
high knowing that gravity and friction drags the arrow down.

As a product of public education in the 1960s, I remember
the place of ecology in the context of economy. In short, hugging
trees and saving whales was an acceptable pastime for young rad-
icals and granola eating hippies, but we were told that there was-
n’t a future in it for the serious minded. It wasn’t a strategy for
success. But natural capital, including trees and whales, is now
serious discussion in boardrooms and across the diplomatic table
between nations. There has been an evolutionary shift in the way
we conduct business. But evolution tends to be slow. Businesses
that at first had little incentive to address resource inefficiencies,
capitalized on becoming more and more efficient. Now efficient
businesses are announcing they are “going green.” Not out of the
same motives that sent young ecologists off to hug trees but
because it is good business. Soon, those that have gone green will
announce their sustainability initiatives. A few far-sighted com-
panies or organizations will leapfrog toward regenerative think-
ing. They will become organizations with bad inputs and good
outputs. They will be healthy businesses that are simultaneously
healthy ecosystems. Their corporate headquarters will clean the
air around their campuses and the water passing through them
will be filtered, coming out cleaner than what went in. The skins
of their buildings will provide more power than they consume

Redefining Dominion: 
Nature Inclusive Design and
Regenerative Thinking

Claude Stephens
Director of Education
Bernheim Arboretum and Research Forest
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using only contemporary solar income or wind. Corporate profits
will be used to protect natural areas along with the natural capital
contained there. There will come a fundamental shift in what we
currently think of as economy. Economy and ecology will
become partners in a healthy way forward. That they have always
been partners will increasingly enter into the sound thinking of
successful human enterprise. We will be forced to invest in natu-
ral capital, accounting for credit as well as debit.

But how might a regenerative future reasonably happen if we
ignore the laws, or at minimum the strong suggestions, of nature?
We can’t begin to conceive a way forward unless we acknowledge
the most primary law of nature – poor design perishes. Our task
then becomes the collective rooting out of bad design. We must
do for ourselves before larger forces do unto us. We must become
our own harshest critics knowing that there may not be any do-
overs. We must shift from “dominion over” to “in community
with” kinds of thought.

Presently we have accepted respon-
sibility for future financial debt in an
attempt to fix the financial crisis under
the argument that our economy is too
large, too important, to allow it to fail.
The dollars are expressed in trillions. If
economy and ecology were appropriate-
ly linked, then our global ecology would
receive the same commitment based on
the same argument. What, therefore,
might we learn from an examination of
nature that can help us in this pursuit?

The Power of Small Things

“The more closely a phenomenon is observed, the more complex
it is seen to be.” – Heinrich Weisskopf

We risk the error of false assumptions when we consider
things simplistically. Things are not simple. Some of the most
complex relationships in nature are between organisms we mis-
takenly label “simple.” These include soils rich in mycological
complexity, lichens in forests and fresh and saltwater algal com-
munities. The error may be based on a false perception of the
importance of scale. If an organism is merely a few cells big, how
complex can it be? But most small things, when considered in
aggregate, are more complex than much larger organisms. Their
influence on ecology, and therefore economy, is grander in scale
than we first imagine. In the realm of design we are constantly on
the lookout for elegantly simple solutions, but once employed we
often find them lacking and ill-conceived. In short, we approach
design as if we know what we are talking about even when we do
not. If we approached design foremost from a position of igno-
rance we may avoid many mistakes. 

How would our designs change if we used ignorance as an
organizing premise? The American ecologist, Aldo Leopold,

expressed an important maxim of this kind of thinking when he
said, “To keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of intel-
ligent tinkering.” Additionally, we would diversify our design
teams, learn to react quickly but move slowly, and most impor-
tantly, anticipate error. The concept of ignorance as virtue is ele-
gantly illuminated in Virtues of Ignorance: Sustainability,
Complexity and the Limits of Knowledge, a collection of essays
that should be required reading for those who think they have a
handle on a plan forward.

In the near future we are likely to see a dramatic increase in
sustainable design projects that embrace relationships with
microscopic communities. Mycoremediation (the process of
using fungus to return soils contaminated with pollutants to a less
contaminated state) will be used to protect water from site run-off
pollutants. Algal systems will allow us to scrub carbon from the
atmosphere and clean waste-water while producing usable bio-
mass for energy or food. The exterior skins of our buildings may

become living systems that clean the air,
store carbon, use lichens to provide
fixed nitrogen (NH3) from the atmos-
phere for the landscape below, and
buffer internal temperature fluctuations.
These are all things that nature has
already worked out in one form or
another. We simply need to enter into
more thoughtful partnership to employ
them to greater effect.

In our endless work to know more we
must always keep in mind that we know
little. To complicate things, much of

what we do know is wrong, misleading, irrelevant or inappropri-
ately applied. There is nothing wrong with that as long as our pur-
suit of good design is done in pencil and not indelible ink. Nature
wields a mean eraser. 

The Violence of Budgets and Polygons

“A budget tells us what we can’t afford, but it doesn’t keep us from
buying it.” – William A. Feather

There is an opportunity in the way we consider the bound-
aries of our designs. In nature the boundaries between the rela-
tionships and influences of systems is fuzzy. It is hard to tell
where the realm of influence begins and ends. Does an ocean end
at the rack line, or where the salty air ceases to invade coastal
forests, or where the weather systems spawned by large bodies of
water fear not tread? The answer is that there is no answer.
Natural boundaries, to the extent that they are all porous, don’t
really exist. Ecologists who study populations are forced to make
arbitrary decisions about the edges of a system out of statistical
necessity, not biological reality, in order to infer meaningful con-
clusions. It is one reason why ecologists are so fond of islands for
study sites. The same can be said of the way we contemplate dis-
tant effects attributed to local actions.
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An epiphany in global thinking hap-
pened on December 7th, 1972 at 5:39 am
EST when the crew of Apollo 7, blessed
with an orbital position that placed them
between the sun and Earth, snapped a
photograph of our planet in full illumina-
tion. That photograph, now one of the
most widely distributed photos in history,
matched up with a burgeoning environ-
mental movement to spawn a new under-
standing of scale and global partnership.
We know we are in this together.

For the most part, our design projects
have more limited and specific borders.
We design a building for a site or perhaps
a campus. Usually we design at the com-
munity level we call a neighborhood or a
city but even that is rare and clumsy. Few
examples of design considerations on
larger scales are available. We pay little
attention to the final resting site of our
waste, or where the water we foul through
use flows, or how our machines impact air
quality a community or state or continent
away. Those considerations fall outside of
the primary planning tool we call the
budget. Economists consider externalities
but are allowed to ignore them. When
externalities are forced into budgets,
either through considered thought or leg-
islation, we deal with them. Often we sim-
ply pay a fine that makes a specific exter-
nality “go away” from a legal perspective,
not a biological one.

Modern property ownership, which is
to say “the project site” for most of our
design considerations, is likely to be a
polygon. We own and build upon, mostly,
squareish chunks of land. Out of geomet-
ric necessity, the resulting designs tend to
be just as clunky. This results from a long
history of property division limited by
surveying tools in turn limited to describ-
ing straight lines. Without empirical
knowledge to back this claim, I would
predict a strong correlation between the
density of polygons per unit area and
damage to local natural capital. The more
densely packed a unit of land is with little
ownership squares, the more likely that
area is to have depleted or damaged the
local soils, air, water, and natural commu-
nities. The making of decisions has likely
been diffused between too many stake-

holders joined by poor communications.
The natural biological feedback loops are
circumvented or pushed outside reason-
able consideration. Measurable negative
impacts on our environment are shoved
outside the false borders of the project and
often onto the shoulders of those with the
least wealth and power to fight back. To
impose straight lines on natural systems is
to impose a level of violence on the
designs that occupy them. 

One opportunity for the future of
nature-based design is to redefine the way
we describe budgets, borders, ownership
and responsibility. An examination of
healthy natural systems should inform this
re-visioning. It is a case of literally think-
ing outside of the box. We should envision
designs that consider soils, watersheds,
existing ecological services, predominant
wind patterns, native communities, corri-
dors connecting design efforts and a host
of factors that cherish the true value of
natural capital. We should consider budg-
ets that at least acknowledge that major
externalities exist even when they do not
have a fixed dollar amount that can be
assigned to them. The elimination or mit-
igation of the violence of our designs
should be accounted for as budget inter-
nalities. Complexities without easy
answers should not be accounted for by
simply ignoring them. Great opportunities
exist in our remaining open spaces, but
there must certainly be a way to consider
these natural patterns and relationships in
places we have already built upon.
Especially as we raze, repurpose and
reconnect our brownfields and decaying
urban cores within communities. Even in
these places there is an ecology. The
opportunities magnify when diverse
stakeholders are brought together serviced
by good communication.

New technologies can be put to the
test here. Global Positioning Systems can
surely allow us to describe, purchase and
sell organic property shapes suited to dif-
ferent design considerations. Design com-
plexity predicated upon complex commu-
nication tools will allow a different kind
of input on design. Complex computer
models might, at a minimum, help us
account and plan for how our efforts con-

nect to other efforts even if the connec-
tions are described imperfectly. We
already know much of what we can’t
afford. If, moving forward, we build
budgets like nature builds budgets, and
then lived within our biological means,
we could divert catastrophe. If we had
always done this, there would be no dis-
connect between economy and ecology.

Diversity, Buffering, and the Ability
to Weather Change

“The fact that ecological sustainability is
a property of a web of relationships
means that in order to understand it prop-
erly, in order to become ecologically liter-
ate, we need to learn how to think in terms
of relationships, in terms of interconnec-
tions, patterns, context.” – Fritjof Capra

One of the most logical opportunities
for advancing nature-based design and the
protection of natural capital is to make
sure that design teams are armed with the
ability to see the forest and the trees. A
good ecologist should be included on
every design effort that makes use of nat-
ural capital; which is to say, every design
team. The same defense could be made
for other non-traditional design partners.
In nature, the more complex the set of
relationships that exist in any given
ecosystem the more likely that system
will be able to weather any single pertur-
bation forced upon it. There is a buffering
effect brought about by diversity. When a
failure in any part of the system manifests,
there is a robust set of healthy replace-
ment efforts that move in to repair or
replace the failure. 

Sustainability is quickly becoming
the neutral ground for efforts that require
us to put aside traditional areas of expert-
ise in favor of more integrated thinking.
As sustainable design evolves into regen-
erative design, even greater influence will
be placed on feedback between knowl-
edge clusters. This is already happening in
many academic and political communi-
ties. Funding for sustainability programs
in universities and places of informal
learning from foundations and private
donors is increasing. When intelligent
people with diverse skills are given an
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opportunity to contribute to a project, they are behaving more like
a complex ecosystem than if the project was envisioned by any
one skill alone. We know that sustainable thinking is not the ter-
ritory of any one kind of intelligence. Elegant answers will only
come when ecologists and engineers and artists and architects and
economists and lunatics work together. We may begin to see a
shift away from silos of thought that move ever toward special-
ization and further from integrated thinking. This is not to say that
specialization is not a strategy for success. Specialization is good
in nature and it is good in the diverse kinds of learning opportu-
nities for academic advancement. We simply need to insure that
our entire complex of relationships are not singularly focused on
specialization.

Succession and Next Steps

“It is not necessary to change. Survival is not mandatory.” – W.
Edwards Deming

Most of our design efforts are based on a given set of known
conditions. People who build things work from a basis of design
or what is often called the building program. It typically outlines
a set of known conditions that will define an acceptable final solu-
tion. A reasonable expectation of change is built into the process.
We expect such things as an upward trend in energy costs. We
plan for growth and the attendant additional space demands. We
anticipate future transportation trends, supply chains and other
mutable conditions that determine the specifics of our efforts. But
in spite of all this anticipation we mostly treat change as unknow-
able.

In nature there is both expected change and unknowable
change. Both are literally built into the DNA of the individual
organisms that come together to make a community. A better
understanding of these change agents and how they apply to our
design efforts can inform and improve our ability to anticipate.
Processes like succession, decomposition, speciation, nutrient
cycling and community structure all have embedded design sug-
gestions that might inform a better approach to the way we live
and work.

Natural communities go through predictable shifts in com-
plexity over time. And while this is also true for us, we defer that
knowledge through myopic focus on the present. We should
anticipate better. We should step back from the present and con-
template longer time horizons. At a minimum we should put as
much effort into how things come apart as we do in how they go
together. We should shift from linear thinking to web thinking. As
we crowd more and more of us on this planet and go ever beyond
any reasonable carrying capacity, we no longer have the luxury of
using things once and tossing them aside. When a tree dies in a
forest and falls to the ground, it’s life is only half over. In the com-
ing apart the tree is just as alive as in the coming together. Instead
of waste it becomes new fertile soil. 

We might be well served to begin thinking of ourselves as if
we were a pioneer plant community. Perhaps like young cedar

trees taking over a fallow field. The field gives way to the cedars.
The cedars give way to maples. The maples yield to hickories and
oaks. But each new shift forward is made possible only by earli-
er efforts. The same little packages of carbon are still present. The
same water is cycling through the system. The same gasses feed-
ing photosynthesis. Let us acknowledge that our efforts are one
step forward and not the entire journey. Please let’s do our work
in a way that keeps all future paths open. I have a little girl that
I’m guessing will appreciate those options. 

Claude Stephens is the director of education at Bernheim
Arboretum and Research Forest and founding partner of
Generation 14, LLC, a consulting company exploring regenera-
tive design. His real work is in his back yard as parent, ecologist,
soil builder, tree house engineer, neighbor and urban chicken
farmer.
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Economic times, material costs and project time constraints
make it impossible to create a zero energy school building.
Therefore Jefferson County Public Schools (JCPS) continues to
pursue implementing the most efficient, greenest buildings possi-
ble while staying within budgetary realities. We must consider the
most practical applications with the greatest return on investment,
the highest equipment longevity and lowest environmental
impact. 

Energy efficiency means making the most of the energy
we use. 

Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear and Lousville Metro
Mayor Jerry Abramson are committed to making the state and the
city as energy efficient as possible. Kentucky Legislature House
bill 2 requires that all boards of education enroll in the Kentucky
Energy Efficiency Program. Mayor
Abramson’s latest budget outline
plans to reduce energy consumption
in city buildings by at least ten per-
cent. Since the early 1980’s, JCPS
has strived to make good decisions
about energy use. In 1984, JCPS
received an award for distinguished
contributions to the nation’s energy
efficiency innovations, from the
United States Department of Energy.
Jefferson County Public School
Superintendent, Dr. Sheldon
Berman, and the JCPS Facility team
headed up by Executive Director of
Facilities/Transportation Mike
Mulheirn, Director of Facility
Planning (Architect) John Lee, and

Director of Mechanical Maintenance (Mechanical Engineer)
Robert Krebs continue in these efforts. In 2006, JCPS received an
Energy Star award for Isaac Shelby Elementary School, and
Myers Middle School in 2008. JCPS has a goal of receiving five
more Energy Star awards in 2009. 

Mechanically, in the school setting, we face the challenge of
maintaining fresh air requirements, removing carbon dioxide that
is primarily created indoors from human activity, controlling
humidity, and providing a well lit, comfortable climate for learn-
ing. All this while using as little of the earth’s resources as possi-
ble. 

This gives us the exciting opportunity to use cutting edge
technology to capture and use renewable resources, many of
which have been available for a long time. Our geographical loca-

tion provides us with the ability to
use the sun, the earth and in some
cases the wind. 

We use the sun for natural
lighting brought into the occupied
space through windows, light
shelves, skylights and tubular day-
lighting systems. JCPS also uses
rooftop solar collectors for heating
water used throughout the school
building. 

JCPS is currently researching
the cost and feasibility of installing
a wind turbine to be located at
Ramsey Middle School. 

Sustainable Schools:
What Makes Good Sense?

Kevin Stoltz
Jefferson County
Public Schools

Jefferson County Public Schools At A Glance

http://www.jefferson.kyschools.us/

Students: 99,000+
Schools: 90 elementary

24 middle
21 high
20 other learning centers

Teachers: 6,000+
Overall size: 15,000,000 square feet
5 Year Average 
Energy Use: $15,652,003

($11,467,739 electric)
($4,184,264 natural gas)
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The earth’s constant temperature below the surface can be
used in conjunction with geothermal heat pumps to provide a
comfortable learning environment for the students. Like a cave,
the ground temperature is warmer than the air above during the
winter and cooler than the air in the summer. A geothermal heat
pump uses that available heat in the winter (heating) and puts heat
back into the ground in the summer (cooling). JCPS is diving in
this year with its first full blown geothermal heat pump school.

Cane Run Elementary is an existing building that is being
retrofit in 2009 with proven green technologies that have minimal
environmental impact. It is a 58,064 square foot elementary
school based in the western portion of Louisville, Kentucky. Cane
Run Elementary School is one of the oldest public schools in
Jefferson County. It’s a landmark at 176 years old. Cane Run
started as a log cabin on Miller’s Lane in 1832 by Robert N.
Miller. In 1850, the second building was erected on Bells Lane.
By 1928 the school was located at 3951 Cane Run Road where it
was officially dedicated on September 28, 1972. 

Originally the mechanical system consisted of a 1971, 120hp
Kewanee fire tube boiler that will be replaced during the retrofit
with 2 Trane reciprocating compressors totaling 150 tons for
chilled water air conditioning. The chillers were replaced in 2000
with a 170 ton York chiller with screw compressors which will be
relocated to another school. The heating/cooling system has 2
economizing air handling units (ahu’s) that provide conditioned
air flow to individual classrooms during cooling season. The
same ahu’s also provide air flow to classroom hot water reheat
boxes that were designed only to heat during the coldest periods
and for rapid warm up. Normal operation design is to use waste
heat from lighting for normal heating of the building. 

The Barber Colman pneumatics control system had a “time
clock” energy management panel interfaced to it in the 70’s that

was built in house and designed to stage on ahu’s, pumps, and
compressors separately to help control demand loading. An Ergon
solid state system was added in the 1980’s that gave the ability to
use algorithm for hot water reset, communication by radio wave
and provide the means for 7 day, plus holiday scheduling. The
Ergon panel also monitored the building security system, includ-
ing boiler flame failures and refrigeration high temperature
alarms.

The renovated “Green” Cane Run Elementary
will have many new features. Cane Run’s cur-
riculum in the fall of 2009 is being converted to
Environmental Studies so the building and site
will be used as a teaching laboratory for the stu-
dents. Each classroom will have a geothermal
heat pump that uses environmentally safe
refrigerant 410a for heating and cooling. There
will be 3 geothermal well fields in the rear of
the school that have eighteen wells each sup-
plying forty-five heat pumps and the kitchen
walk-in refrigeration units. Each well will be
400 feet deep, spaced 20 feet apart, piped on a
reverse return loop and circulated by individual
pumps on each device served. The pumps will
only circulate when the corresponding com-
pressor is on. An outside air unit will provide
the recommended air changes per hour to all
occupied spaces. This outside air unit will have
an energy recovery wheel that uses exhaust air
to preheat/precool and wring out incoming air

before it enters the occupied area.

Direct Digital Controls (DDC) will provide behind the
scenes logic for the mechanical system. This logic includes time
of day scheduling, temperature control and equipment monitor-
ing. The DDC also provides animated graphical interface that is
an excellent tool for troubleshooting and can be viewed through-
out the JCPS Wide Area Network.

Networked with the DDC time schedules are occupancy sen-
sors that trigger corresponding lights and HVAC systems on/off.
The occupancy sensors use passive infrared technology (PIR) and
are installed in each classroom to bring on the lights for that area,
and bring the temperature from an occupied standby setpoint tem-
perature to an occupied setpoint temperature. The occupancy sen-
sor also triggers the fresh air units to allow the recommended
amount of outside air to be introduced into the area. 

The lights throughout the building will be “super” T-8’s with
97 lumens per watt on electronic ballast. They will be 32 watts for
48” lamps, have an average life of 30,000 hours at 3 hours per
start and be the low mercury “green cap type”. All exit signs will
be LED resulting in an annual average savings of about $37 per
year per bulb. The LED bulbs also have a much longer life (10 +
years compared to less than a year) and are much more durable
than the incandescent bulbs. A 20 watt incandescent bulb will be
replaced by a 2.5 watt LED bulb.

37

Renewable resources include solar heated water, geothermal heat pumps,
solar tube lighting, daylight harvesting, wind turbine and natural light.
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The lighting will also include 34 tubular day lighting systems
that capture sunlight from the roof and project it down through a
reflective tube into the space. The solar tubes are an excellent
source of free light that pay for themselves daily. JCPS has
installed the solar tubes at 1 test site and in 2 classrooms at the
new Ramsey middle school.  

There will be solar collector panels on the roof to transfer
heat from the sun to water that is used for the sinks and all the hot
water use throughout the building. A natural gas water heater will
be in series with the drainback solar system for backup purposes.
This is the fourth solar hot water system installed in JCPS
schools. There is 1 closed-loop anti-freeze system and 3 drain-
back systems. While it is still early in the analysis process,
records show that one of our schools using solar hot water con-
sumes 30% less natural gas heating domestic hot water than a
school of similar design without solar collectors. 

Other green features include new exterior windows with
solar film, a new white granular surface roof, bituminous damp-
proofing to the cavity side of all concrete masonry units in exte-
rior cavity wall construction, and special coloration treatment
“stained” concrete floors in the corridors and an outdoor class-
room. 

Along with the end result of having a highly efficient
designed green building at Cane Run Elementary, the construc-
tion and demolition phases are specified to be eco-friendly. The
specifications include a waste management coordinator on site
full-time for the duration of the project. Also the waste manage-
ment plan includes training workers, subcontractors and suppliers
on proper waste management procedures as appropriate for the
work occurring at the project site. The specifications also include
sections on salvaging items for reuse in the work and for the
owner’s use.

• Recycling, Demolition, and Construction
Waste (separate recyclable waste from
other waste materials, trash and debris and
provide marked bins for controlling recy-
clable waste).

• Crush asphaltic concrete paving and use
for general fill or subbase.

• Crush masonry for use as mineral mulch.

• Chip brush (twice) and store on site to be
used as directed by owner.

Proper recycling demolition waste procedures
also list wood, metals, gypsum board, acoustical
ceiling panels/tiles, plumbing fixtures, piping, light-
ing fixtures/devices, conduit, cardboard, polystyrene
packaging, pallets and crates.

JCPS’s goals (and requirements) are to salvage and recycle as
much nonhazardous demolition and construction waste as possi-
ble. 

JCPS continues to evaluate new products for cost effective-
ness and environmental friendliness. As new technologies are
considered for use, several factors must be considered:

1. Does the product perform as claimed?

2. Does the manufacturer provide the necessary training
and support needed to keep this product functioning
properly throughout its projected life? 

3. Are the parts only available through the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) that may be located
in another country, or can the parts be purchased at
competitive pricing rates and, be readily available? 

In many cases the product being sold performs well in lab
conditions, but as good stewards of taxpayers’ dollars and also to
avoid equipment that is abandoned in place or replaced well
before its life expectancy, we must be able to identify the non-per-
formers (thanks, but no thanks) and embrace the proven tech-
nologies. JCPS regularly tests new products for their effectiveness
in real life situations. These tests can be very extensive and in the
past have included JCPS teaming with the expertise of the
Kentucky Pollution Control Center (KPPC)
http://louisville.edu/kppc/ and the University of Louisville J.B.
Speed School of engineering co-op students for in depth studies.
One study proved that daylight harvesting ballast controls that use
a sensor to dim the lights based on incoming sunlight from sky-
lights, lightshelves, or windows facing south saved over 50% on
electrical consumption. Another study reviewed 2 different boiler
controls claiming to save at least 10-15 % on hot water heating
boiler gas consumption. The boiler controls did save on con-

Farmer Elementary light shelf used with dimming ballast.
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sumption but there were boiler tubes that needed to be replaced at
the end of the project and JCPS did not purchase these products.
Other products include gas line adapters that change the way
hydrocarbons are mixed resulting in more complete combustion
of the hydrocarbon which results in using less gas. Several power
correction device companies promise to overcome inefficient
electric motors. T-5 lighting uses less energy, but bulbs may cost
more and retrofitting a T-8 fixture may not be feasible. 

We must all strive to become environmentally educated with
the help of others. JCPS has teamed with the University of
Louisville and Louisville Metro Government to form The
Partnership for a Green City. The Partnership for a Green City is
the first of its kind in the country and represents a collaborative
effort to improve environmental education, environmental health,
and environmental management by three of Louisville’s largest
public entities. JCPS is also an Energy Star partner, member of
the Collaboration for High Performance Schools, and has entered
150 schools in the Louisville Energy Alliance Kilowatt
Crackdown 2008-2009 competition. The Louisville Energy
Alliance is a nonprofit corporation promoting energy efficiency
through Energy Star in Louisville buildings. Together with these
partners and other resources, Jefferson County Public Schools
will strive to have the most energy efficient, greenest buildings
affordable to the taxpayers of the great state of Kentucky and
Metro Louisville. 

Kevin Stoltz, a licensed Boiler and Master HVAC technician, has
worked for JCPS for 25 years in the Mechanical and Electronic
Maintenance Department and is currently the energy auditor for
the school district.
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